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TAIBAN,

LM3

Only Pictures of Quality

at The

Theatre at Fort Sumner.
our
Get
puct 8 on storage tanks.
J. 8. Philips, Garaga.
MxjpBtic

NOTICE
The 4rth quarterly confererce
of Taiban of the M.E, Churoh,
has been postponed until Sept.,
17nth and 18th.
R H. EvanB P.O.
P
The W.M of the Bapti?t chu
oh meets with Mrs. Doll, Sat.,
Bept.,10nth we have an interest
Ing lesson for discission. All la
dies oordinlly intited.

Parents .trd patrons are invited
to meet with the teachers in the
school auditorium Fiiday, Sept.
8. at 2 :30 P. V. f r the purpose
of organizing a parent Teachers'

:

LaLande

DEBACA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 192!.

NUMBER 48.

Locals

Oliver Young Is home again
for the winter to help his father
take care of the crop. Theyottog
man has been seeing considerate
of the U. 8 the last two year?.
Messrs. Hail, Makfmson, Rich
and Ortor. motored over to Clovis
Wednesday on some importart
business.
School opened Monday with a
large bunoh of youngsters ard
still more to start later.
Robt. Drake returned home
from Rosell Thursday, with a
fine load of apples which he is
putting on the market.
The LaLande Feed snd Grain
8tore has been given a fresh coat
of paint this week which adds to
its appearance.
A few good houses, store build-ingand ranch propositi-- ns for
rent. Inquire of the La l ande
postmaster.
s

-

St

seasonable goods of all kinds,
for'summer wear,
our prices on underwear, shoes

hv

School davs
come sésil nnd vour rhild mnaf
begin s gain tie daily grind that puts an enornous
strain on the eyes. As the weeks pass the vitality
of their bodies wi'l become Jcwer tbrcuph constant
indocr livirg and the burdah will become heavier,
Thi is the time when their eyes must be closely
watched. Poor vision is a handicap to any Fchool
child, but what is worse the handicap will be present
through life, oftentimes growing w rse unless re
lieved. See that your children have an equal chance
with other children.., Don't let poor vision handioap
theirfuture. Our examination is free frr eld and ycun.g

hosiery, hats, gloves, overalls
and unionalls keeps? em coming

the midwest way

If glasses are reeded they are reasonable at our price-make two trips each month to Melrose nd Taiban.
Next visit Melrcse, Repl mbtr 20. at Dr. Merril's office.
Taiban, September 21. Midwest Supply Company.
?.

I

A LITTLE MORE FOR

A

LITTLE

LESS

SPELLS SATISFACTION
When in Clovis visitas.
Association.
E. T. rJEBKWAHÍ COMPáHf, CLOVIS.
I.
Perry, Keith returnrd from
BRING US YOUR CREAM AND EGGS
U. M. G.
Jeweler and Ojióme
Texas the lat cr part of last week.
Mrs, Schenok who has been
vUiting friends in Taibari has re
i
CHURCH DIRECTORY.
BEWARE UV HAN OR A Pel
turned to her home at Éncino.
Taiban High School opened
The height of folly, indiffer ' '
PRESBYTERIAN.
Mrs. C. A. Watkini- and Mr, Monday, Sept .5, with the largest ence, and injustice today is the
and Mrs. J. .C De rma n of tolar enrollment in the history of the man who thanks God for having
Rev- J. E. S .Lahmnn Pastor.
Preaching, 2nd Sunday in each
Were visitors at the Keith home school, and a large number of the gocd eyes and then abuses them
'
Thursday.
parents and pilrons manifesteJ day aftar day. Gjod vision h a month; hours 11 A. M. and 8- T. M.
MELROSE
TAIBÁN
:i
McALLISTER
their
very
a
irterest by their presence positive requiremnnt for successU. A. Holder is nursing
BAPTIST.
,
a reu)t of helping at the first Chaple. America" ful achievement in most lines of
Bore arm,
Rev. C. D. Barb, Pastor.
move the Drug Store goods and was sung with the real spirit of endejvor. G )oo? vision 9 an eo Preaching, 4th Sunday in each month
Patriotism after which Bro. evans onomie nece3siiy. Satisfaolory Hours: 11 A. M. and 8 P. M.
Mrs. Lyon's cold drink stand.
the opening exercise p9formonce of any duty in
conduced
of
C.I Speight, of Clovip, former
M. E. CHURCH SOUTH.
with fíerlpture reading and Pra- the high paid vocationsdmands
Plan Ycur Home
Lona
employee of the
Star lum
Rev. R. H. Evans, Pastor.
yer fo'lowd by a talk that was very good vieion. Without good
There ara certein periods' in one's life when one
ber Co., at this plaoe, was in Tai
and
to ths a person csnnct expect to hold Preaching let and 3rd Sunday in each
encourging
inspiriug'
do the right thing Ht the right time.
can
ban Ihunday.
teacher, pu piles and visitors, the better paying pinitions and monthr hours-- 11 A. M. and 8. P. M.
(he
ia
day to jdan'your home. Custs of materials
CF. Wheeler h s had a well dril Mr keith, Chairman of the sch- advance as he should, because
days,
and
labor haven't, been so lowsinc6 pre-wled, and now having a windurll ool
.Uí-:0SUNDAY SCHOOL.
board spoke to the assembly ihe ineff ioienpy dja ;o defective
l as
to
bi
living
,
Money
fceer
is
continues
a
but
erected,.,;.
... ..
- ,
...
telling themwhaj. trie board has ej li'e'ght kftpaJiim baol; tfe do .fccjfry Keith,- Superintendent.
severe,
V
Meets at 10 :00' A.M. every Sunday.
The 8 year old son of Oran done and is going todo for the not have to become entirely blind
Indl.idoaI)'z Your Home
Prayor meeting every "Wednesday
Riohmond, of Dereno, got his leg echocl. He was followed by Prof. to reducá the value of our vision.
'
is necessary in order to prod jce
planning
C
sreful
'
broke io two places a few days Rowen who siid that hp, with the l this highly organized ard spe- night
building
of
which you will be prcud to
kind
the
other members of Facnlty was cialized world of today we have You are cordially invited to attend
call
home."
There are roanyifea'.urta which
"my
to make ibis the beet school to put things O7or a littlrt batter all of these services.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Lee have here
tie
incorporated to make the arranement
"can
m
ipooooec
in the annals of Taiban shol hia. than the other fell w to keep ihe oeaoooc-nvValley
Head,
Ala
returne.dfrom
omplete.
asworld coming our way. poor vision
bama where they have been visit tory, after which the pupils
LBuili R:ght NowT
in iheir various rooms will blow us up and t the other
ir,g Mr. Lea'a relatives, Mr. Lee sembled
is h fact tl at some time
go, lumber wis high,
It
has the position of Depot Agent and were classified by the teach- fellow pass. A slight weakness of
but at no ;ime was it as high norhighe than many
ers. With an enrollment cf over the eyes develops rapidly under
st Buohan'-h- .
other ihing. It is also a fact that lumber and
130 pupila the roims are so crow- the strain into stmt thing more
bui:ding material U much cheaper at this time
Hi Clare Heas, of Mannington,
If can d fv r at oi.ee H.e
ded that the board has hab a con serious
than fvr yer-- and the demand for hemes is growWest Va . who has been hire
ference with Ccunty Sjp f. nten-de- weakness may be ovf rcorce, but
ing d uly whiie the nonsumptioii of building maNell
Hess
visiting his sister, Miss
Kirk and he has agreed to neglected it may oecone a ser,,
Willi-sonterial
h m uch greater than the growth of the forest
Mrs. Blancha
and
ev&ry effort to give them ious handioap for life. Good vismke
tuts
week.
returned home
i:ONE ST A II LUMBER COMPANY.
ihe bixth teacher, and now they ion is also necessary to prop'T
His sister accompanied him to ara looking for
another houee to health and comfort tasay nothTAIBAN, N . MEX.
Clovis.
for a proper
move on the school ground, ing of its nece.-isiThos. Füzgibbon.of Fort Sum- which can be equipped for some enjoyment of sooial and
ner, was in town this week.
Líe. When the eyes are
of the gradea. Blaokborde, desks
improperly, the constant
O. C. McCulloúgh brought the ar.d other equipment have been
View muscular i ffort to get a good imschool desks down from the Char moved from Mountain
lotte pchocl house. They will be ohool house, and" all that fi age produces a drain on the nerve
energy that reacts upon the enneedec is a house.
used in the school here.
tire system. At fint it iray be
Mr. Kennedy and Mrs. Lyons
CHRISTIAN MEETING
headachee of a frjntül nature,
are getting a lsad of dry land
AT TAIBAN. '
but as the cae becomes more
Saturday. Both
A Series of meetings will bewatermelons
chronic the ffocts are felt in the
parties will have them on ice for gin at Taeban Sunday, Oct.. Oth, digestive organs, which in turn
Sunday.
will be conducted by Elder W.H.
are likely to cause an upeet of ihf
Mrs 8. A. Fincher ard her Hodge, of Hamilton, Texas. All entire system ui less relief is seFor Golf or Business
daughter, Miss Maegie Florence, who are ChrisHai s come and cured. POOR VISION is very exwho hava bren visiting Mr. and hear him, all who are not christ pensive, for it costs in actual dolnothing is more
St
Mrs. G. II. Atkerson, returned ians come and hear him. Ever- - lars. It delays in promotions and
than this belted model.
body come and hear the rospel increases in salary.
home Friday.
It brings dis
A. E. ANDERSON & CO.
Mrs. Gaorge Vaughn, of the preached in Truth, lov, and comforts, ill health and often
S&TAIIPRING YOU NEED
reof
power.
The plan
ealvation
times doctor bill?. It acts as á
Valley, was in town Thursday
CHICAGO
W. D. KENNEDY, ProprÍHtr.r.
step
in
by step
a way barrier to many p easures, it
with a fine lot of watermelons, vealed,
cantaulopes and tomatoes and evoiy one can understand the makes a pea imist of an optomist
h?r prices were Very reasonable. unerring truth. This man preach and a free man a dependant. Life
Local teptcwntatln
es from the 11 Ay Bible. He points cannot
be complete in any sense
the
A reception was given f
to the orucified Savionr, in whom with poor vision.
It is a setious
teachers Monday night and every we must believe, ai;d obey.
Tis handicap. How mu'jh could you ,'hon W Miller, traveling repone reports an enjoyable time.
resentative of ha Amarillo Daily
only a step to Jesus. May every
Thorn will be choir practice at one out of Christ take that step earn tomonow if you should sad News.
the church every Friday night at while it is yet day , for night com denly become blind
Taiban Drug Co , was appoint
7:30. Everybody come.
eth when no man can ork. this school, and good churches, nec- ed local agent. Saropla pnpers of
S. D. Hamilton, of the valley meeting will continue several day essary to the first steps lo derel-op- e The Daily Newj wll be given out
the wonderful resourci that free to .hose calling for them at
was in town with a lot of fine, everybody come,
n
await9 the morning of a new cou the Drug Store until September
pure,
honey.
The r presentative of the Am- ntry like this. The ideal climate
Mae Kennedy left
i?s Id
20. The news is purely Demo-craliNews, John Miller, has had will bring many good people inarilla
Thursday morning fcr Atdmore,
pnfd and operated by ;ECBE
an I
Oklahoma, where she will attend 8 years continuos experience in to your midst if properly met.
E.
Di.
good
people.
J.
chrislain
g
cover-tnnewspaper
jthe
circulation
WANTED TO TRADE
tohool.
y
frhmld bee Nunti, publ.oher, is a st.iot Bap-lisF. F. F.
countryfrom
Louiaana
the
The news has ju&t rejeived a
J. L- i'ope, Chief liditor,
to this point, all of Okla.,to the well represented at Floydtida,
new supply of business vcaid,
Gulf, ai.d says this countiy is in Texa8Time: September 15andl6, is a member of
tags and envelopes.
Chrietaiu Cnurch. The head
class lo its self. That from the 192!. Every town on the route of
MFIICO
S. Tv MILTON & S(W, FORT 8DMEB, M
W. II. Arp of House was in viewpoint of a traveling man thl. Uim K. F. K. ehould be represented of all the departments are mem
PHONE
52F3
town this week with a load of oountry has a great future f r i:s
ll!: 1 IIKRE TO DO YOUR bers of some branoh of the
church.
people. Good" government, good PAliT,
wheat.
fc
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The Mid West Supply Co, In c.
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The

TAIBAN DRUG STORE,
JUST THE PLACE FOR
REFRESHMENTS

"4

Also Drugs and Propriatory
Medicines and Toilet Goods.
Give usa call. We want to meet you

9- -

W.H.Vaughter

t

THE STONE DRUG COMPANY
Fort Sumner, N. M.
Soft Drinks, School Books, Drugs,
Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles.
Call and see us when in Fort
Sumner.

1
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Pure home grown honey
for thrashed maize.
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TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

The Poor Boy Must Still Be Able to
Climb Upward Economically.

J5 Ail

ASPIRIN

Why That Bad Back?

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

By DR. DAVID KLNLEY, President University of Illinois.

A

frontier has risen before the American
people, particularly in the past ten or fifteen years.
It is a frontier of problems of public policy. We have
before us a group of problems, physical, economic, soThe
cial, political, educational, requiring solution.
A

new

kind of solution we choose will determine the policy
and fix the character of the American people for a
hundred years to come.
The old political problem was to establish a government strong enough to win obedience and deserve
recognition; to 6how the people the need for and the
character of a political organization able to exercise, authority over matters of common interest which required regulation. This was a more difficult thing than at first might appear, for the individual on the frontier
felt little need for government lielp. He could take care of himself.
The political problem of the new era is different. It is not merely
to keep order but to evolve national unity out of racial, economic and
political diversity. True, this problem has been present from the beginCattle and Carnal at a Foro.
ning; but it has not bean the important phase of the political problem
civilizauntil our numbers grew so great as to make necessary a wider and more
(Prepared by the National Geographic one of the world's earliest
Society, Washington, D. C.)
tions.
intense recognition of the authority of the government.
,
A Christian nation when our ancesIn the bottoms of these deep valleys,
The new social problem is to preserve that spirit of democracy, that
tors were floundering In paganism, some of which are fairly wide, and In
The
now as for centuries an African em- other depressions, tropical conditions spirit of equality of individuals, which marks the frontiersman.
pire one of the three or four remain- prevail, so that the possible products newcomer in a frontier community was not asked where he came from or
ing empires of the world and the of Abyssinia range from those of the
of his admission was, "What can
only bit of land on the great contitropics to those of the northern tem- who his ancestors were. The password
nent of Africa, with the exception of perate zone. Kittle has been done you do?" We must prevent the establishment of caste.
the little republic of Liberia, which toward the development of agriculture
The new economic problem is so to conserve and utilize the resources
has not been made a possession or a beyond Its primitive stages. The raisremain as to keep open to every individual in this democracy equality
that
protectorate of a European power
ing of cattle, sheep and goats for their
such is Abyssinia, little heard of In roUk, flesh and skins Is tbe more popuof opportunity in the road to economic success. If democracy is to conthe world's afTalrs, but possessing a lar pursuit.
tinue, we must make it possible for every individual newcomer into our
history and a promise of future
The Abyssinian has been described
democratic group to earn his living and to win his economic independence.
economic Importance which make It by one American as "rather an Indebattle-lovinWe must still make it possible for the poor boy and the poor girl to climb
deserve a different fate.
pendent,
sensual,
The country owes Its Independence
upward economically as a result of his honest efforts under conditions recIn large part both directly and indichap." Socially, the people are
by the laws of a democratic people. If we do not, then we must
ognized
rectly to Its geographical environment. living In feudal times. The various
Set upon a great plateau, It Is a nat- reigning princes of the provinces owe make up our minds that classes and castes will grow and that across their
ural fortress ; and while the natives of allegiance to the emperor and must lines it will not be possible for individuals and citizens to move. That
most other sections of tropical Africa furnish soldiers to support him In
dwell In enervating jungles or Inhostime of war. The land Is theoretically will be the end of democracy.
pitable deserts, the people of Abys- owned by the emperor and those who
sinia, thanks to their altitude, fertile make use of It are his tenants. "Jussoli and temperate conditions In gentice" is administered personally by the
eral, have an Invigorating climate and rulers and their representatives. When
a land literally of "mUk and honey." a person Is accused of a crime the
A situation near Arabia and Palestine, first step Is to confiscate his property.
Crisis.
too, has drawn Arabian and Jewish Decision as to his Innocence or guilt
propblood to Abyssinia and has given the can follow In due time. Because
Union.
By JOHN BARRETT,
people of the country a racial advanerty has been unsafe for a long period
tage which the African tribes of pure people of wealth have burled what
Vast
negro blood have not had.
they could for safe keeping.
But while geographical situation has quantities of gold, silver and Ivory
Trade between the United States and Latin America is passing through
In many ways been an advantage to are believed to lie underground at the
present time, the latter, of course, de- the most severe crisis it ever has faced. The foundation of the trouble is
Abyssinia, It has brought Its disadvantages also. Without access to the teriorating.
the exchange situation, which is most unfavorable to Latin America and
sea for centuries, the Abysslnlans, held
Good Roads Are Scarce.
reacts correspondingly on the United States. Today there are over
to their Inland tablelands without
One great drawback to the commercontact with the outside world, failed cial development of Abyssinia has $50,000,000 worth of American exports undelivered in the ports of several
to make the most of their possession been the lack of roads leading up to South American cities, and these must be disposed of before there can be
of a lofty religion and an early start the high plateau and ovtr Its surface.
and have re- The routes of travel which have been any improvement.
toward civilization,
Naturally, Germany, Great Britain, France, Spain, Belgium and
mained a semtbarbarlc people. It is used for more than a thousand years
perhaps remarkable that, Isolated as are mere trails, and the burdens have Japan are taking advantage of this situation to the disadvantage of the
they were, they maintained their Chris- been carried on mule and camel back
tianity In any recognizable form. Ob- since the days of the great Queen of United States.
The present crisis is due almost entirely to after war speculation in
servers marvel at the fact that the Sheba, who, the traditions of the
principal tenets and observances of Abysslnlans say, was the queen of the export and import trade, such as has characterized the entire world,
the faith are practically pure rather Ethiopia. The royal line claims devalue to the United
than at the growth beside them of scent from her and Solomon. Some and it should not be held in any way against the real
commerce, in which the total exports and imcertain superstitions and laxities.
States of
years ago the French began constructport
of
from
their
railroad
ing
a
Cut Off From Sea and Nile.
ports of the United States have grown in the last two decades from about
Jibuti, Just below the mouth of the $300,000,000 per annum to the immense total of $3,000,000,000.
As the situation now stands, AbysThe
sinia Is entirely cut off from the sea Red sea, toward Abyssinia.
and the Nile by the colonies of Euro- Abysslnlans permitted this to Inbe ex
1917
pean powers; Italian Eritrea, French tended Into their country and
Somallland and British Somallland on It reached Adls Abebn, the capital.
in
the north; Italian Somallland on the Over this road a large part of the
east; British East Africa on the south hides, coffee, beeswax and Ivory, which
One-Ha- lf
City Child.
Sudun on the constitute the chief exports of the emend the
west. But this Is a mere holding of pire, are shipped.
Specialists In various fields who
the gates by new keepers; since the
visited the country believe that
have
By PROF. MABEL CARNEY, Columbia University.
power
In
the
rise of Mohammedan
Near East the country has been cut this Is but a small part of the prodoff about equally as effectively by ucts that could be shipped to the
various Mohammedan tribes. Those world, and that the people are enjoyThe country child's chance for the start in life that hinges on edupeople of Arabian blood were able to ing but a fraction of the prosperity
of that offered the city child. The country boy
cation is just one-ha- lf
take possession of the low desert that they might enjoy If they develalong
modern
resources
oped
the school efficiency, less than
their
along
and
with one-ha- lf
worrying
are
girl
lands, but on their Invigorating highlands the Abysslnlans were, with rare lines.
half the supervision and not quite half the efficient administration of his
As the only African people which
exceptions, masters.
school affairs that is everywhere allotted the urban youngster.
That
Abyssinia Is more than twice the has been able to maintain Its IndeIn
a
war
is
well
modern
wholesome
because
of
In
times
children
do
home
on
pendence
country
get
they
as
size of the German republic and of
about the area of California, Oregon with a European power, the Abys- influence throughout the rural districts, and not because of any helpful
and Nevada together. The country slnlans have become rather conceited training offered in the schools.
and are Inclined not to recognize the
lies In the same latitude as Venezuela
Almost half the school children of tha United States that is 8,000,-00- 0
and the southern Islands of the Philip- superiority even of Western civilizapines, well In the tropics; but because tion and culture. Their victory was
rural schools. They are housed in box
attend one and
of Its general high elevation It has, won over the Italians In 1800 at the
and neglected beyond description.
of
buildings,
them
car
dilapidated
many
like Mexico, a much cooler and more battle of Adowa where the pick of the
pieces.
cut
army
The
to
was
school
days
term
a year. The same term for the
137
Italian
averages
Their
healthful climate than Its proximity
Abysslnlans have bought large quantito the equator would indicate.
183 days.
child
city
averages
These highlands are from 5,000 to ties of modern rifles In recent years
Furthermore, country children cannot attend school with any degree
In
8,000 feet above the sen. Their roll- and could probably put In the field
250,000
army
of
an
war
case
of
The average daily attendance for city school children is 80
of
regularity.
ing prairies are well watered and have
soldiers, a large part of per cent, while for country children it is 65 per cent.
a good growth of grass. The climate
on these uplands Is superb, and If one them mounted.
desires cooler surroundings there are
mountain chains rising from the plaTested the Saw.
teau In almost all sections of the counMr. Biggs was planning to build a
Weak-Knee- d
Officials
try. Some of these mountains reach motor shed In his garden, so he
a height of 15,000 feet and are topped bought an expensive saw. He left his
ts.
by perpetual snow. Irrigation could office early the next afternoon, with
be practiced In Abyssinia to great ad- the Intention of starting the Job. Putvantage, but the utilization of the ting on a pair of overalls, he went out
By J. FOSTER SYMES, U. S. District Attorney for Colorado.
abundnnt water supply in thot way Into the garden. An hour or so later
minds
have
to
entered the
seems never
he came Into the dining room and
of the natives.
flung himself down Into a chair In disOne does not have to be connected with the legal department of the
gust.
Canyons and Deep Valleys.
new saw I bought Isn't worth United States government for a great length of time to be impressed with
"Thnt
which
of
water
amount
great
The
"Why, the
stormed.
runs down from the Abyssinian moun- 2 pence!" he cut
butter!" Ills small the extent of federal jurisdiction and the powers exercised from Washingthing wouldn't
tains has carved gigantic gorges son,
ton over the health, safety, business and morals of the average citizen.
Harry, looked up In surprise.
through the tablelands, some of
"Oh, yes, It would, daddy," he exFrightened citizens are too wont to call for outside help, not only to
least,
rival
the
at
depth
In
which,
earnestly. "Why, Ted and I
Grand canyon of the Colorado. The claimed a whole brick In two with It preserve law and order, but to regulate the habits of their fellowmen to
gorge of the Blue Nile which flows for sawed
the utmost degree. If the village constable will not maintain order, it
this morning." London Answers.
more than half its length through
6,000
follows thnt the state and national government will, and when
inevitably
feet
to
5,000
from
Is
Abyssinia
Diabolical Joke.
deep in places. The mnterlnl washed
this happens, the authority of the smaller political units is permanently
Ted Tom is a great practical Joker.
from this remote chasm has played an
crippled. Federal power should be called upon only after all other means
Important part. Incidentally, In the He made himself up as a ghost and
meInto
professional
have been exhausted.
a
silt
appeared
Ground
before
world.
the
history of
Week-knee- d
local officials are causing this destruction of local
and deposited through the centuries dium.
Ned Yes, and as It was the first
and millenniums in the lower valley
is going on today, by shirking their public duties and
which
of the Nile, It produced there n garden ghost she'd ever seen It threw het
them
the
for
of
leaving
Into
authorities of the larger jurisdiction to perform.
growth
convulsions.
the
possible
made
pot and

A Colorado Case

Warning I Unless you see the name
Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Handy tin
Lumbago and for Pain.
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetleacldester of Salicycacld.
Advertisement.
Not So Alluring.
Critic Blunder Mathews said at a
Columbia

tea:

"Suggestion, rather than detail,
makes the most vivid picture. Detail,
Indeed, may spoil a picture completely.
"A preacher was describing heaven
to a widow whose husbund had Just
died.- - He said that the separation of
deur ones was not for long, and then
with elaborate detail he pointed the
happiness of those whom death reunited In Paradise.
"When the preacher stopped for
breath the widow observed thoughtfully:
"'Well, I suppose his first wife has
got him aguln, then.' "

easy-livin-

devil-may-ca-

Trade Between United States and Latin
America Passing Through

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

treatHALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
a constitutional remedy. Catarrhal
Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube Is Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect
hearing, and when It Is entirely closed,
Deafness is the result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced, your hearing
may be destroyed forever.
HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system, thus reducing the Inflammation and
assisting- - Nature In restoring normal conditions.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Is greatly relieved by constitutional

ment

Anglo-Egyptia- n

Education

two-teach- er

Are Destroying

the Local

Self-Governmen-

T. N. Wood, gardener, 418 W. Douglass
Ave., S. Canon City,
Colo., says: "Kidney
trouble came on when
I was working In a
field and I couldn't go
because of the weak
ness in my back.
When I worked in the
sun I became weak
nil narunni
Rhnrn
catches darted across,
the small of my shoulders. Doan's Kidney
Pills gave me quick
relief."

1-

Gel Dean's al Any Store, 60c a Bos

DOAN'S

FOSTER. MILBURN

CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keeps it Clear
Sean 25c, Oatmeal 25 ana 50c, Tilcmn 25c.

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and dov." 'jcarted. To
bring back the sunshine take

G0LDMEDAL

Is

'

n

Country Child's Chance
That of

Is backache keeping you miserable?
Are you "all played out," without
strength or vigor for your work? Then
find what is causing the trouble and
correct it. Likely, it's your kidneys!
You have probably been working too
hard and neglecting rest and exercise.
Your kidneys have slowed up and poisons have accumulated. That, then, is
the cause of the backache, headacheB,
dizziness and bladder irregularities. Use
Doan't Kidney Pills. Doan's have
helped thousands and should help you.
Ask your neighbor!

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; it ia an enemy of all pains resulting from kidney, liver and uric .cid
troubles. All druggists, three Bizes.
Leek for the name Gold Medal an every bos
and accept no imitation

The Difference.
Miss Lena Ashwell's part In "Mrs.

Dane's Defense" wns one night taken

Better Retire.
by an understudy.
In the audience
"I'm discouraged and" tired of life,"
was a warm admirer of Miss Ashwell,
family.
declared the head of the
who wept bitterly as the piece con"Why so despondent?" asked his
tinued. "It Is lucky for you Miss Ash-we-

friend.
"Statistics."
"Statistics? What's that got to do
with It?"
"Yes.; they soy thnt five houn of
work a day Is nough to supply each
member of the community with a living, provided the work be equally
Bhared by all.
"Well, I'm the only one in five In
my family that labors. So, If statis
tics ore true, to support the crowd I've
got to work 25 hours a day."

ll

Isn't playing," suld her friend.
"If this moves you so much, yon
wouldn't be able to si and that." "Miss
Ashwell not playing?" suid the admirer, and at once began to dry her
tears with a resentful expression.
Perfectly Healthy.
"Is this son you speuk of adolescent?"
"No; he's as healthy as any hoy you
ever saw."

Life never rises any higher than the
Evolution of a Name.
belief. The man who believes wrong
your
wife's name was will behave wrong.
"I thought
Elizabeth V"
"So It Is."
"Then why do you call her Peggy?"

"Short for Pegaso."
"What has that got to do with It?"
"Why, Pegnstt Is feminine for Pegasus."
"Well?"
"Well, Pegnsus Is an Immortal
steed."
"What of thnt?"
"Sh! Not ro loud. She's In the
next room. You see, an linmortnl
steed Is nn everlustlng nng, and there
you

are!"

Correct English.
Franklin mother had been ter.ch-In- g
son correct Engher
lish and told him he must never say
"ain't."
One day, while eating his dinner, he
stopped abruptly and said :
you mustn't ever say
"Mother,
'nln't,' for It's a nnughty word."
"Yes," said mother,, "you are right,
Robert, but what shall I say?"
He looked puzzled and then his face
lighted up and he replied:
"Why, mother, you must say 'scuse
me,'" meaning "excuse me." Indianapolis News.
A

three-year-ol- d

Personal Exemption.
Mrs. Henpeck
Hereafter, bring
me ycur pay envelope ns It Is handed
you, unbroken.
There's a shortage
here. Explain.
Mr. Henpeck (braMely) I took out
my cor fare nnd lunch money, which
under the Income tax law I Interpret
as my personal exemption. New York
Sun.

toasted
TO seal
the
delicious
Burley
flavor
Once you've
enjoyed the
toasted flavor
you will
want it
al-wa- ys

Why would the average man rather
be chnrged with malice than with making a blunder?

National progress' Is the sum of
dividual Industry and energy.

fell'

In-

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

fair face was my fortune once- But eVrybody knows
That since that box of 'Faultless' came,
My fortune' in my clothe.'
"My

11

21.
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J THE TRIALS OF

Dorothy Woods

A HOUSEWIFE
SUNMAN HELPS WIND.
night the Wind and the Rain
in a field and such a quarrel as they began at once. "Get
out of my way," said the Rain, "or 1
will drench you until you cannot
move."
"I
"Ha, ha," laughed the Wind.
guess you do not know to whom you
are speaking. Why I can drive you
before me and send you where I
like."
This made the Rain very angry and
down it came faster and heavier than
ever to show how powerful It could

ONE

GENUINE
fcfc

uu

O)

DURHAM

tobacco makes 50
flood cigarettes for

10c
want you to have the
best paper for "BULL."
So now you oan receive
with each package a book
of 24 leaves of UllLV.
the very finest cigarette
paper in the world.

1

We

Dustless Highways Increaie.
Tlie rapidity with wlilch the American people are turning to the dustiess
highway is shown in figures recently
compiled from reports to the United
States bureau of mines. The flgures
show that in the last eight years
5,000,000 tons of asphalt and aphaltlc
materials have gone into American
highways a quantity sufficient for
50,000 miles of ronds and streets. The
nsplialtlc treated highways in the
United States, if connected in one
great roadway 13 feet wide, would
twice circle the globe.
Prudent Mentality.
appear rather 'proud of the
fact that you are unable to understand tiie relativity theory."
"I'm not exactly proud," replied
Senator Sorghum, "but I am resigned.
I put great faith in the wisdom of
the plain people. So long as the plain
people didn't get the idea I don't believe it would he to my advantage to
Assert any superior Intelligence or exclusive Information."
"You

only blew

land.
It was then that the Wind began
to think It must end the quarrel and
In some way that would stop the Rain,
for though It knew the Rain could

"Aw, g'wnn

its.

beautiful

I'm the ice man !"

!

Ideals are never attained, because
Ideals are impossibilities, this being a
liuman world.
Stage-strucgirls should think twice
ltefore they begin to act.
k

Sure

Relief
6

Bell-an-s

Hot water
Sure Relief
LL-AE
FOR INDIGESTION
NS

Fix Your Ford Brake
B jroui Ford (hake sod nttla when you
wosk the brake, have your dealer istfall

ADVANCE

,

BRAKE LINING

for. roxus

Write (oc the ntetoting ftory of "Cock buen"
it's fie.
ADVANCE

ACCESSORIES

AUTOMOBILE

1723 Pralria

Aveau.

CORP.

Chicase

IVostorn Canada
Land of Prosperity

offers to home aeekers opportunities that cannot be secured elsewhere. The thousands of
farmers from the United State who have
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
FREE homesteads or buy farm land in her
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There is still available on easy terms

Fértil. Land at $15 to $30 an Aera

Isnd similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and
flax also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs ia equally
profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
With such success comes prosperity, independence, good homeaand all the comfort and
conveniences which make Ufe worii living.

Farm Cardona, Poultry, Dairying;

are sources of income second only ta grain
rowing ana hwk raising, sinracuve
climate, good neighbors, churches and xV.ll,
schools, good markets, railroad facilities,
rural telephone, etc.
For certificate entitling you to reduced railway ratee, illustrated litera,
ture, mapa, description of farm oppor
tunnies in manitoDa, sasKatcnewaiw
Aiomi ana oriusa boiur-uuwrua

m
üraSg!
a.

W.V.BENNETT
Reem 4, Baa Building
Omaha, Nab.
(Mast
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and

Endured

Pinkham's

How Overcome

Vegetable

by

Compound

Experience of a Providence Woman
"I

took Lydia
Providence, R. I.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

for a female trouble and backache.
It began just after my baby was bcrn,

Yin. ylS P
VX1

V

'J'

1

ilte III

i

and I did the best I could about getting my work done, but I bad awful
bearing-dow- n
pains so I could not
stand on my feet. I read in the papera
about Lydia E. Pinkham 's Vegetable
Compound and the good it was doing
other women, and I have got dandy
results from it and will always recommend it. You can use these facta
as a testimonial if you wish." Mrs.
Herbert L. Cassen, 18 Meni Court,
Providence, R. I.

Ohio woman for three years
could hardly keep about and
so ill.
do her housework she wasPink-bam's
Made well by Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound :

"

Fayette, O. '"For about three yean
I was very nervous and had backache,
Dains, could
sideache, dragging-downot sleep at night, and haU no ar pe
n

Dorothy

leading

Woods,

woman

with one of the prominent producing
concerns, is a charming little "movie"
star whose work on the screen ia
known to the thousands of patrons of
the motion picture houses.
O

Suggested Carelessness.
"Is Mrs. Gadder competent to drive

her car!"
"I doubt It. In fact, I have no confidence In a woman driver who persists in calling the emergency brake a
'thingumbob.' "

The Right Thing
at the Right Time
DUFFEE

GIFTS FOK TIIE BRIDE

Not From His Viewpoint.

noted for

Have

tite. At times I could hardly do my housework. I got medicine from the
doctor but it did not help me. I saw Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
advertised in a newspaper and took it with good results, and am now able to
1 recommend your medicine to my friends and you may
do my housework.
publish my testimonial."
Mrs. Chester A. Ball, R. 15, Fayette, Ohio.

An Illinois woman relates her experience :
Bloomington, 111." I was never very strong and female trouble kept me

so weak I had no interest in my housework. I had such a backache I could
not cook a meal or sweep a room without raging with pain. Rubbing my
back with alcohol sometimes eased the pain for a few hours, but did not stop
I heard of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and six bottles of it
it
have made me as strong and healthy as any woman ; and I give my thanks to
it for my health." Mrs. J. A.McQuitty, 610 W.Walnut St.Bloomington, 111.
The conditions described by Mrs. Cassen, Mrs. Ball, and Mrs. McQuitty will
appeal to many women who struggle on with their daily tasks in just such conditionsin fact, it is said that the tragedy in the livesof some women is almost
beyond belief. Dayin and day out they slave in their homes for their families
and beside the daily routine of housework, often make clothes for themselves and for their children, or work in their gardens, all the while suffering
pains, backache, headaches, nervousness, the
from those awful bearing-dow- n
blues, and troubles which aap the very foundation of life until there comes a
time when nature gives out and an operation seems inevitable. If sucb
women would only profit by the experience of these three women, and remember that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the natural restorative
for such conditions it may save them years of suffering and unhappiness.
There is hardly a neighborhood in 'any town or hamlet in the United States
wherein some woman does not reside who has been restored to health by this
famous medicine. Therefore ask your neighbor, and you will find in a great
many cases that at some time or other she, too, has been benefited by taking it,
root
and will recommend it to you. For more th an forty years this
and herb medicine hasbeen restoring suffering women to health and strength.

upon "Ailments Peca-lla- r
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Booto Women" will be sent to you free upon request. Write
to The Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.
k

n.

Is

(Copyright.)

They
Lydia

By MARY MARSHALL

Delicacy Seemed to Please.
Tasting Ice cream for the tlrst time
iu their lives, Joe .Table and his three
isons from the mountains near TJn'on-towMd., disposed of 61 dishes of
It at their first sitting. Fifteen each
for the boys and sixteen for dad.

"This town
women."

How

get-up-

harder
and drove the Rain against the trees
and bushes until they lay Hat upon
the ground and the Rain stood In little pools.
Then across the field the Wind
drove It until It struck the big farm
buildings and ran In great tears down
the sides, splashing upon the ground.
But though the Wind blew and
drove the Rain as it bragged it could,
the Rain in little rivers and pools
called out that It would show Its power in a short time by making floods
which would rise high and cover the
be, but the Wind

never overpower It, the Rain did not,
and In trying to show its strength it
would do great harm.
And then It was, too, that the Wind
discovered that it could not do this
"lone, in spite of its bragging and
being able to drive the Rain before It.
As soon as the Wind stopped blowing and began to think, the Rain came
down faster and faster and the pools
grew into little ponds, for now It was
sure It had overpowered the Wind and
was master of everything.
But this was not true, for over the
tree tops and over the hills and mountains went the Wind, running swiftly
toward the east, for there It knew
was Mr. Sunmaii, and he could always
make everything right.
"Oh, Mr. Sunnuin." called the Wind,
"wake up quickly and
.
There
Is something terrible happening," and
then It told Mr. Sunman all about It,
taking Its part of the blame.
It was very hard for Mr. Sunman to
get up that morning for the Rain hud
thrown thick blankets of clouds over
him while he slept, but with the help
of the Wind he at lust threw them off
and up lie got nnd away they ran.
Up higher and higher they went,
and in a short time away went the
Rain and even the ponds and little
rivers nnd pools were soon taken care
of, and all that remnined of the dreadful quarrel were the teurs of rain
dropping from the leaves.
The Wind carefully ran among the
trees and helped Mr. Sunman dry
them, and by and by all was well in
the land, and now the Wind always
goes over the hill and niouutaln tops
early in the morning to awaken Mr.
Sunman and sometimes if you listen
you can hear the sound of Its heavy
breathing as it runs.

leetle while lasu week i tink
I am gonna losa da leeber-t- y
for louga time. I almosta been
een da jail again one day. I no gotta
Intensh breaka da law but I maka
a
leetle meestake understanda de
and rlghta queeck I have plenta

FOR

Eng-lees-

form not to send a wedding present If
you do not feel able or If you do not
Never do a thing concerning the recti- think enough about the persons from CAR DRIVING HARD ON FEET
tude of which we are in doubt. Pliny whom the Invitation Is received to wish
the Younger.
to do so. If you do not send a present,
Use of Accelerator Causes "Short
however, simply through Indifference,
that wedding gifts then do not attend the wedding party, Circuit" of Pedal Nerves or "Motor
RKMEMBKR sent addressed to the but
Foot," It Is Said.
write timely regrets.
bride-to-b- e
even though you may
Kven though you are not Invited to
When car owners return from their
never have met her and you are a
reIf the house or in fact are not invited to summer vacation many of them epifriend only of the bridegroom-to-be- .
A new summer
you receive Invitations to the wedding the wedding at all. If the one married turn limping.
or know of It before It occurs then is a dear friend you are quite right in demic Is at large in the ranks of vacathe gift should always be sent before sending a present If you wish to do so. tionists.
The new ailment has been given the
the ceremony and the present ad- In order not to give the bride something that she would not care for II popular name of "motor foot." In the
dressed in the bride's maiden name.
is permissible to make inquiries con- language of surgical chiropody it is inSilver and other articles to be cerning
her wishes on the subject. It dexed and classified under the name
marked with an initial should bear Is
perhaps, to make these of "metatarsal displacement."
better,
the first letter of the bride's maiden
Continuous motoring is the cause
through n third person nnd not to
name, usually. There are, however,
It is a right foot
a of the ailment.
bride
personally,
ask
the
rather
but
folto
prefer
some young women who
trouble caused by the continuous strain
close
or
sister
friend.
low the continental European fashion
by long motor trips when
It Is customary for the bridegroom occasioned
and have their silver, etc., marked
keeps his f ot in the strained
driver
the
If you to give the oride a present of some position required by the use of car
with their married initial.
know this to be the case have your sort of Jewelry on the occasion of the accelerator
wedding, but this is by no means esgift marked In this way.
This position causes a displacement
If you do not know of the marriage sential. The bride sometimes also of the metatarsal bones which In turn
until after It has occurred the gift makes the bridegroom a present at causes them, In motor language, to
should still be sent to the bride only, this time, but this Is even less essen'short" the nerves of that part of the
but. It should of course be addressed tial. In Persia the bridegroom gives foot.
This in turn is the answer for
bride-to-be
a present of two comthe
to her married name.
he pain that accompanies the
A wedding gift may be something plete dresses, a ring and a mirror. In
of possessing "motor foot."
personal for the bride or something our own country the bridegroom must
"Motor foot" not only makes walk
that Is for both bride and groom as never make the bride a present of any ing painful, but practically eliminates
an article of household decoration or part of her trousseau and, though lie golf, tennis or any of t he other popufurnishing. It should never be some- may give her Jewelry that she wears lar forms of active recreation.
thing that Is especially suitable for on her wedding dress and her bouquet,
as for distance, a he must supply no other part of her
Their crooked ways enable some
the bridegroom,
bridal array,
men to make both ends meet.
smoking stnnd.
(Copyright.)
The understanding usually Is that
O
If you receive Invitations simply to
Single Women Better Workers.
the wedding ceremony at the church
no present is due, but that If you are
Married women are not so stable In
Invited to the house to the wedding or Industry as the single ones. Is the cona wedding reception n present is in clusion reached by official Investiga-tora- .
order. Now, it is never in reality bad

trouble.
I aska one my frien one day wot he
gonna do and he say he gotto go een
da court. I aska wot he gonna do dat
place and he tella me he gotta da case
there.
You know seence dn prohlblsh was
longa time I no see dat moch alia one
time. I getta greata Idee so queeck
my frien tella me dat. I no say soma-thin- g
weeth heera wot I think, but I
aska whosa dn boss een da court.
My frien tella me da judge run dat
place. So I aska eef da Judge gotta
any inoro case. He say, "Sure, da
judge gotta so many case he no getta
feenish for seexa niont." I aska how
moocha cost case een dat place. My
frien say was deefrent price, soma-tlm- e
da state pay for da case and other time da guy wot wanta da case
gotta pay leetle bit.
So rlghta queeck I go veeslt da
place where da Judge work. I aska
da guy on da elevate Where's da Judge
and he tella me was een hees chamber. I find leetle girl een da front
office and I feegure she was da chambermaid. I aska eef she's da chambermaid and for somatlng, I dunno,
HOW DO YOU SXÍ IT?
she getta mud. Site no wont letta
By C N. LURIE
me see da judge, but I see anyhow.
I explalna weeth da Judge dat one
Common Errora in English and
my frien telln me he gotta some case
How to Avoid Them
heein
court.
I
dn
So
maka
een da
I tella heem I don't needa
proposlsh.
whole case, but would like to getta
"HAVE WENT," "HAVE SAW."
tree, four quart eef ees gooda stuff.
But dat Judge tella me eef I no getta .V SHOULD have went to the
I dance," said the girl, "but m.v
out he trow me een da Jail. Mebbe
he no wanta sell, I dunno.
mot tier would not let me." "1
Wot you tlnk?
have traveled In many lands, but I
Copyright.
have saw nothing like this," said the
Ü
uneducated traveler. After the auxiliary verb "have," in any of its forms,
It Is proper to employ only the perfect
A LINE 0' CHEER
participle of the principal verb;
therefore, the girl should have said.
Bangs.
By John Kendrick
"I should have gone to the dance,"
and the traveler should have said, "I
have seen nothing like this."
THE WAY.
"They have chose the wisest part"
everything I said and
Is an Instance of this error cited by
WHENdone
Goold Brown, the famous grammarian.
Principles of WashingThe proper form of words to be emton
ployed Is. "They have chosen the wisAre Beacon Lights to lead us on
To where true Freedom waits
est part."
anon.
In this connection. It may be said,
In any clime, In any age.
that this error Is one of a large numOn any kind of mortal stage.
Through Honor, Faith, and
ber which would be avoided with ease,
were the speaker or writer to exerAnd courage In the face of Stress,
a little care In the choice of
cise
The road to Freedom lies, and they
words. But most of us speak or write
Who travel It will And the way.
(Copyright)
hastily.
(Copyright.)

WHY JOHN WAS NOT SMOKING
Probably the Wildest Idea of His
Clubmates Would Have Been
Wide of the Mark.
All the men nt the club have been
watching Johnnie Edwards, the Inveterate smoker, for the hist week, and
there's been much surmising and conjecturing, but Johnnie wouldn't give
himself away. It seems that Johnnie
has held the prize for the champion
smoker of the club for ten years.
In the last week Johnnie lias been
seen strolling around the room with
a dejected, lost appearance and between his lips always the Inevitable
cigarette. Kut it was never lighted.
Nobody liked to ask him questions and
lie didn't volunteer any explanation, so
It wasn't explained until Jimnile
overheard him say on the teleVan-Vet-

phone :
"No, you have got to stick to your
word now. I swore off if you would,
nnd goodness knows I want one bad
enough, but Doc says you've gotta
leave 'em alone for a while. Now be a
good little mother and remember your
'
promise." New York Sun.
Long Distance Investment.
"What was he arrested for?" "Sel!.
Ing canal stock." That isn't o crlmt
mil offense, is it?" "The canal Is oo
Mars."

The Folly of Cheating Nature

O

to quit coffee and tea for
awhile and drink delicious, appetizing Pos turn
instead.

If you tire out easily,
if you are getting pale and

energy and endurance.

doesn't digest as it should,
would it not be well to
stop and consider whether
coffee or tea is having its
effect on you?
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give yourself the opportunity you deserve in
order to do your best
work, make up your mind

Many people get the
idea that they can keep
their nerves on edge and
their digestion upset year
after year, and "get away
with it." They sleep only
half as much as they
and never get
should
properly and thoroughly
rested.

anemic, if your food

The caffeine and thein
found in coffee and tea
are drugs, as any doctor
can tell you. Is it any
wonder that the steady use
of these drugs sometimes
causes serious damage?
If you really want to
be fair with yourself, and

k

.

Postum permits1

sound, refreshing

sleep

which builds strength,
Order Postum from

your Grocer today. Drink
this hot, refreshing beverage in place of tea or coffee
for 10 days and see what
a wonderful difference it
will make in the way you
feel.
Postum

comes in two

forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly In the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who prefer to make the drink while the
meal is being prepared) trade
by boiling for 20 niinuta

Postum for Health
"There' 8 a Reason"

.
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RICHES

WAITING
The ReT. Canon Kdgur Shcppard,
for many years royal chaplain at
FOR LOST GIRL
Windsor castle, died in London at the
to
chaplain
was
age
years.
76
He
of
IN
From All Over
Queen Victoria, later to King Edward
Palatial Home, Land and Fortune
and Queen Alexander and to the presfor Child of Romance Who Is
ent royal family.
"
Furnished by
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
The minister of the Interior has proWOOD AND FORBES FINISH THE
Being Searched for.
OF MARKETS
U.S.
BUREAU
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
hibited the publication of a number of
PHILIPPINE INVESTIGATION
nationalist organs, including the
THE WORLD.
Washington D.C.
New Vork. Somewhere in the UnitIN FOUR MONTHS.
Deutsche Zcltutig, in accordance with
girl
ed Stales Is a seventeen-year-ol( tVvslern Ntvtspiptr Union News Service. )
the decree issued by President Kbert,
a
child of romance
(VVMtwD NtWdpuper Unioii Newi Strrlce.)
The new high school building which
barring publications "likely to encourami adventure, for whom a large for
DURING THE PAST WEEK age seditious movements.'
has been under construction at Socorrala.
tune Is waiting.
Estimated August wheat exports
Government officials would be au- ro, N. M., for some time has been com- WILL SUBMIT REPORTS
Buck In Spain an aristocratic old will break all records and aggregate
million bushels.
Visible supply
thorized to send 10,000,000 pesos worth pleted and opened for the full term of
Castlllan grandfather is fretting away fifty
wheat 34,u,000, a decrease of 3, 89a, 000
or
food to relieve famine sufferers of school.
his last years for her, and, here In bushels for week. Country offering
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
Epes liaudolph, president of the AriItussin under provisions of a bill inarrive liberal. Visible supply corn,
MISSION FINDS FRIENDSHIP FOR America, three wealthy uncles are to
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
10,060.000 bushels, an Increase of
0
troduced in the Chamber of Deputies zona Eastern and the Southern Pacific
seeking
to tell her that a fourth
her
bushels for week. Closing prices,
U.
S.
IS
STRONG
PEOPLE.
THROUGH.
d
by Senor Muzio at Buenos Aires. So- de Mexico, and one of the pioneer
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Pirates Lair
Scene of Fight
it-

-

Spanish Battle on Scenes of sea. It extends from Algeria, under
control of the French, to the Atlantic
Centuries of Conflict With
ocean on the west. It does not, howTribesmen.
NOTORIOUS

COAST

BARBARY

Made Famous In Present Generation
by Operations of the Chieftain
Mulai Ahmed Raisuli
Recalls
Famous Pericardia Case.

Madrid.

part

That

ever, Include the extreme northwestern tip of land on which is located
the clt.v of Tangier.
Spanish troops have fought the
Moors for centuries, but It was only
In 1912 tlmt the northern littoral of
Morocco was assigned to Spain under
the terms of the Franco-Spanis- h
treaty signed in that year. Since then
Spam has been engaged at Intervals
In sporadic attempts to maintain her
authority, with varying success and
failure.
Want More Order.
Both the French and Spanish governments decided in January, 1920, to
make military demonstrations In their
respective zones for the purpose of
preparing the way to more orderly
government. The French zone was
soon pacified. The Spanish territory,
which Is administered by Gen. Dámaso Berenguer as high commissioner,
was not so submissive.
Spanish troops at first made their
hnse on the Atlantic coast of Morocco
at
also known as Laralche.
From there they penetrated well Into
the Interior and captured a number of
Moorish strongholds,' including the
secret city of Sheshawan. For
some time little activity has been re

of Morocco
calle:! the Spnnlsh zone, where Spain's
troops have Just suffered disastrous
reverses at the hands of the Moors
with the loss of thousands of men and
thousands of square miles of territory, Is part, of the notorious Barbary
coast whose íirates preyed on European commerce for many years and
tarried Europeans Into slavery.
In the present generation it has
been made famous by the operations
of the chieftain, Mulal Ahmed
who captured and held for ransom Ion I'erdicnrls. an American citizen, In 190!. This was In the administration of President Roosevelt and
evoked from Secretary Hay the historic phrase demanding "Perdlcaris
alive or Ralsull dead!" It resulted in
the almost immediate release of Persicaria.
Three Racea in Land.
Three races Inhabit Morocco, the
original Ferhers, or mountaineers,
who conquered Spain on three different occasions ; the mixed race of
Arabs and Berbers known as Moors
both of which races are generally Mohammedans; and the colonies of Jews
which inluihit the coast cities and
control the majority of the country's
commerce.
Young Clergyman Dwells Amid
The Spanish zone, where the fightCoffins of 300,000 Defending Is now in progress, Is a narrow
strip of land along the northwestern
ers of Verdun.
coast fronting on the Mediterranean

ported

In

that western district of

Mo-

rocco.

The Spaniards, however, sent another expedition under the command
of General Silvestre, who established
a base at Melilla, midway on a promontory which extends from the eastern end of the Spanish zone northward Into the Mediterranean. From
that point, General Silvestre's troops
attempted to penetrate southward Into
the Interior. Early successes were
reported, but last spring the Span-lard- s
encountered strong native troops
and hostile tribesmen, estimated to
number 20,000 and said to be well
armed and equipped with artillery.
The present reverses of the Spanish
forces had their beginning early In
June.
WHO

FOUNDED

ST.

L0UIS7

eteiii

School
jp Firf of lis Ené
life

Historical Society There Debates Question Before Erecting Monument
Commemorating
Event.
St. Louis. The offer of the newly
formed St. Louis Historical society to
erect a group monument here to commemorate the founding of the city
February 15. 1704, with the suggestion
that the central figure by Rene
Chouteau, surrounded by a group
of pioneers, Including Laclede, has reopened the old question as to who
was the actual founder of this city.
Chouteau has been regarded by
many historians as Laclede's lieutenant.
The society has had the Inscription'
on Chouteau's tomb, showing the date
of ids birth at 1740, recut. Records
show that if the date were correct,
Chouteau's mother was only seven years
old ut the time of his birth.
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Eggs Taken From Snake
Hatched Chicks in Africa

GIVEN

BY

AMERICANS

Wooden Structure Used by Priest Until Permanent Monument Can Be
Erected to Heroes of the

story of chicken eggs
hatched after they had been
salvaged from the interior of a
python Is told by the publicity
department of the board of missions of the Methodist Episcopal church, in New York city.
Quoting Itev. Edwin H. Richards, for 31 years a missionary
In Africa, the board said that
a python had wriggled out of a
Jungle one night, entered a hen
house and eaten eight chickens
and nine eggs. Natives and missionaries killed the snake, which
The eggs,
then was opened.
found intact, later hatched into
normal missionary
perfectly
chickens.
A

Great War.

reality, trenches have slumped in.
The rims of shell holes have been
rounded by rains, and frosts and molting snows.
Acres of tangled rusted
barbed wire have been hidden under
weeds and shrubbery.
Rifle Barrel Marks Grave.
Some Indies of rusted rifle barrel
protrude from the soil to mark a grave
the workmen have not reached. Fragments of leather and cloth equipment
lie scattered about, and even along
the more frequented paths one stumbles over bones.
The wooden hut where M. L'Abbe
Noel lives is perhaps 20 feet wide and
40 feet long, the gift of an American
committee.
At the end opposite the
entrance is the altar, and, forming an
aisle, are tiers of
boxes,
upon
with the lids resting loosely
them.
Each box is placarded with
the names of the sector along the Verdun front where the fragment was

A mile from Fort Douau-mon- t,
which looks down on the walled
city of Verdun, France, and Its ring
of defenses, lives a priest who never
smiles, He is young, clear-eyed- ,
and
does not need the ribbon of the Legion
of Honor nor the Cross of War with
the palm that he wears to tell that
he has served. He lives today In a
found.
wooden hut with the bones of 300,000
Flowers Blanket Coffins.
of
countrymen,
of his
the defenders
Many of the coffins are heaped high
Verdun.
with flowers and wreaths, ftnd on all
Time has softened the sharper out- are visiting cards put there by those
lines of his surroundings, and from a whose memories center about the lodistance seems to have given the
0
cality named on the box. Of the
battle front a green carpet. In
French who died at Verdun, said
the abbe, 300,000 will never be Identified.
An "ossualre" Is to be erected
on this spot, nnd in it will be placed
these "sacred bones," where they will
rest. Each sector will have a tomb
designated for It, where now there Is
u wooden box.
Four shrines, Cnthollc, Protestant,
Jewish
nnd Musselinan,
will
be
grouped about the ossualre. Each day
adds to the collection that Is gathering In the temporary wooden
hut
which serves until the
permanent
structure is completed.
On the nearest hill is a wooden
n
cross, built and erected by Marshal
for the dead of his armies. A
few yards away is the grave of a
French commander. General Anselin,
killed in action. Not far distant and
over the crest of the hill Is the massive concrete monument built over the
"Trench of Bayonets" where an entire company died as they waited,
rifles In their hands, the bugle call
to charge. Their bodies have never
been disinterred nr.d the protruding
rifles with bayonets fixed are still
clutched by the soldiers whose graves

Paris.

coffin-shape-

d
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Secretary Denby in His Private Navy

Pe-tal-

they mark, as though waiting for the
command to go forward.
d

Here Is Secretary Denby In his private "navy," fishing in Lake Oakland,
adjoining his farm at Cllntonvlllc, Mich.
--

Boy

A

Captures Sharks
After

Two-Ho-

Cape May, N. J.

ur

Battle
Emory

Eyes-ma-

thirteen-year-olson of
Julian Eyesman, general traffic
manager for the Pennsylvania
railroad, ended a day's fishing
sharks
trip with two eight-foto his credit. He fought with
litem, for more than two hours,
playing them along and insisting thRt other fishermen with
him give him plenty of room.
The sharks weighed a total of
'
940 pounds.

NEW WAY TO DETECT CRIMINALS
French Detective
Sciences to

Invents Two the number, form and position of body
pores remain the same throughout
Do Work.
life. The impression of the pores in

d

Negro Porter Hero of Pueblo Flood.
St. Louis. Officials of the Chamber
of Commerce In St. Louis, Mo., will
a Carnegie hero mednl for
Robert J. Taylor of St. Louis, negro
Pullman porter, who Is said to hove
saved 26 lives when a passenger train
was overturned In the Pueblo flood.

June

2.

The present population of Brazil is
that of the United States.

one-fourt- h

Poroscopy and Graphometry Promise
to Make Way of Transgressor
Harder Than It la.
Poroscopy and graphomeParis.
try are two. new "sciences" Intended
to make the way of the transgressor
harder than It Is. Poroscopy Is the
science of measuring the pores of the
body. Gr.nihonietry Is the science of
form and relative proportion of letters In handwriting.
Dr. Edmund Locard, bead of the
Lyons police laboratory of identification, has elaborated these new methods of crime detection to a point where
the results have buen accepted In the
Lyons courts and are said to have been
proved effective.
In poroscopy, Doctor Locard holds

Doctor Locard's system Is colored by
chemical vapors or very fine powders
so they may be photographed "inder
a microscope.
Doctor Locard tells of several successful prosecutions supported by his
In one case a burglar
new sciences.
wore gloves, huMeft an impression of
n small surface of 'orearm.
That
trace convicted him. Anoti.er burglar
perspiring freely, left' the Impression
of pore surfaces through his gloves
and went to Jail.
Graphometry, as termed by Doctor
Locard. consists primarily In the theory that hnndwrltlng shows always a
certain relation In ''.ze between letters nnd unmistakable characteristics
In form, particularly In loops. In addition to these principles Doctor I.o
card, of course, utilizes generally ac
cepted methods of detecting

Isn't
sun,
way,

that
HI.,

summer.
Moreover, ti'in National Secretarial
school Is beliefel to be a project of
importance in the business nnd civic life of the country.
John Ihlder, manager of the civic
department of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States,
speaking for himself and for President Joseph H. Defrees, puts the situation like this:
"The American business man today
stands In a position of greater respon-

--
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ATIONAI. School for

Organization Sec- under the aus- the Chamber of
of the United
the National Asso- of Commercial Or-Secretaries and
Northwestern university I
there something new under the
Anyin spite of the proverb?
that is the sort of school
lias beeb going on at Evanston,
right in the vacation days of
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Priest Maintains Bmercial
Vigil Over Dead
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in the benefit the country will receive
Program (What to Do), George E.
through the increased efficiency of the
general secretary, Pennsylvania
Foss,
He says:
secretaries.
State Chamber of Commerce, assisted
"The students at our summer school by Robert B. Beach, business manasession for commercial secretaries are ger, Chicago Association of Commerce,
sibility and greater opportunity than mature men of unusual ability and
and John E. Northway, secretary of
efever before in our history, for we are leaders In their communities. onThe
the Hamilton (O.) Chamber of Comthese
school
summer
of
fect
the
becoming predominantly an urban and
merce.
faith
strengthen
their
to
will
be
a business nation. His responsibility men
Meetings (How It Is Done), John M.
scientific
cannot be discharged, his opportunity In the modern, practical, problems Guild, general secretary, Kansas City,
method of dealing with their
met by Individuals acting separately
(Mo.) Chamber of Commerce, assisted
to strengthen them In their faith by J. S. Cady, secretary, Minneapolis
they must organize.
The character and
in the necessity of analyzing all local
Commerce association, and
and purpose of the business man's orexperience. Civic and
ganizations therefore are of first Im- problems In terms of wider
T. Daniels, secretary of the ColumJ.
"I am particularly interested in this bus (O.) Chamber of Commerce.
portance to the nation. Not only must
not prithey be public-spiriteMembership, C. F. Holland, secreand propose to session of the summer school,
who attend will
those
what
marily
for
constantly
serve
and definitely the
tary,
Jackson (Mich.) Chamber of
they
common Interests of their community, receive, but for the added service
Commerce,
assisted by Paul V. Buun,
communi'
but In order that they may so serve will be able to render their
general secretary, St. Louis Chamber
period
upon
In
this
return.
their
secRoy
S.
Smith,
they must know that good intentions ties
Commerce,
and
of
of reconstruction and readjustment, retary. Albany (N. Y.) Chamber of
alone never produce results.
upon our apdependent
Is
progress
our
"The effectiveness of a commercial
profiting Commerce.
or trade association depends in large plication of science and our
Finance, J. D. Larson, commissioner,
I
available.
wherever
experience
by
measure on the secretary. As he inChamber of Commerce, assistOmaha
will
school
be
creases In knowledge and understand- feel, therefore, that this
.1. Dodge, business manby
Arthur
ed
of the
ing, not only of his own business tech- of Inestimable value because
Civic
and Commercial asager,
Denver
will
nique and of his local field, but of Increased value these secretaries
sociation.
communities."
their
to
render
be
able
the general principies that underlie
Publicity, Ralph II. Faxon, general
Tills secretarial school is, in brief, nn
and affect all business nnd civic Insecretary, Des Moines Chamber of
in
secweeks
of
two
course
intensive
terests, he will become increasingly
Commerce, assisted by F. Roger Miller,
valuable to his organization and to retarial problems and methods. That secretary, Macon (Ga.) Chamber of
Is
shown
there Is need of this school
American business generally.
anil Merle Thorpe, editor
by the registration of the first year, Commerce,
"'1 he National School for Commercial
of The Nation's Business.
of
even
officials
the
surprised
which
Organization Secretaries will give to
Office Organization, S. C. Mead, secthese men In a short time what It the three organizations back of it. retary, Merchants' association, New
200
men was
would take years for them to learn In- Tills registration of
York, assisted by G. W. Lemon, secredividually, and will In addition give representative of every section of the
tary, Troy (N. Y.) Chamber of Comincluding
CanHawaii.
States,
United
them a sense of their common problems
merce, and F. D. E. Babcock, general
repwas
Cuba
quota
and
and responsibilities which can be se- ada sent its
secretary, Worcester (Mass.) Chamber
cured only by a group of men repre- resented. Several women attended. of Commerce.
In attendance
of
most
those.
While
many
senting
communities studying
Specific Departmental Activities: 1.
their problems Impersonally and under were registered as secretaries of cham- Commercial, Lee H. Bierce, secretary.
shows
commerce,
list
the
bers of
able leadership."
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Association of
President It. B. ISoach of the Na- others In considerable variety.
assisted by John B.
Commerce,
fundakinds,
of
two
was
study
The
Ortional Association of Commercial
Reynolds, general secretary, IndianThe
instructtechnical.
and
ganization Secretaries sees in the at- mental
apolis Chamber of Commerce, and
tendance of nearly 200 a real demand ors in the former were educators of Warren R. Jackson, secretary, Harrls-burand a real field of service for the train- national prominence and in the lat(Pa.) Chamber of Commerce.
ter leading authorities In the secretarHe says:
ing course.
Walker Parker, genIndustrial,
1.
was
as
used
a
hall
Harris
ranks,
"It will create a sound, practical ial
manager,
New
Orleans Associadeeral
day
was
a
Two
hours
basis for chamber of commerce service class room.
Commerce, assisted by Emmett
as a result of which the cham voted to fundamentals and three and tion of
Naylor, secretary, Writing Paper
bers of commerce of this country may f a half hours to technical subjects. Hay
association, New York,
Manufacturers'
secretary
of
the
Havens,
Munson
expect the hlRhest efficiency and comsecretary,
Milliner,
S.
W.
and
Commerce,
lec
of
petency In business administration Cleveland Chamber
(Pa.) Board of Trade.
and In the execution of their varied tured on "The Secretary, Ills isolation
3. Civics, Roland B. Woodward, secto the Varied Forms of Service, What
activities."
retary,
Rochester Chamber of ComHe
What
Him
and
of
Expected
1)111
Is
Scott of
President Walter
merce,
nssisted by Harry Welch,
Northwestern University is a man of Should Expect of Himself."
The technical studies and the groups phoenix Chamber of Commerce, and
He Is a graduate of
many parts.
manager, civic developNorthwestern (A. B., 1895) and of of secretaries who directed the study John Ihlder,
United
department.
ment
States
are:
them
Theological
McCornilek
seminary of
Chamber of Commerce.
Organization (What It Is), J. A.
(1898). He is a Ph. D. (Leipzig, 1900).
4. Research, John M. Redpath, mangeneral secretary, Boston
Probably he is best known as a psyUnited,
Chamber of Commerce, assisted by ager research department,
chologist.
He was a colonel, U. S. A., John Wood, secretary, Koanoke (Va.) States Chamber of Commerce, assisted
1917-9- ,
and was awarded D. S. M. Chamber of Commerce, and Colvln B. by Don E. Mowry, secretary, Madifor "devising, Installing nnd supervis- Brown, chief organization service bu- son (Wis.) Chamber of Commerce, and
ing the personnel system in the U. S. reau, civic department, United Stales Joseph E. Calne, secretary, Oakland
(Cal.) Chamber of Commerce.
He la primarily Interested Chamber of Commerce.
army."
d

g
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arrived at by vote, each citizen writing his vote on an oyster shell. The
Greek word for oyster shell, expressed
beAt one period in the history of In our alphabet, is ostracon, and
a
as
used
was
ostracon
cause
the
Attica
of
ancient Greece the people
possessed the power of removing from ballot, the expelling of a person from
was called
the state, without making n definite the state by popular vote blackballing
means
which
ostracism,
likely
people
of
the
any
leader
charge,
lo overthrow the government. This or expelling.
was so abused that in time It became
perNine Cents a Day Paid Hatters.
i he right to drive Into exile any
The use of beaver In making hats
son who had become unpopular without much regard to the cause of his commenced about 1200, for Chaucer
out the
los of popularity. The decision was mentions It. Flanders turned

Ostracism.

first.
Hatters' guilds began to appear In England, and apprentices were
taught the art of making felt hats
and decorating them. Nine cents
day was then a hatter's wages.
In
the Sixteenth century the first bat
stores began to do business and hats.
Iherefore as widely decorated as poetic
began to be standardised.
fancy,
In other words style began to rul.
By 1000 styles were very much In erh
dence, but .were very changeable.
Shakespeare's play speak of varied
ynes of hats then worn.
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WOMEN

NEED

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands of women have kidney acd
Diaaaer trouble and never ausDect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
notmng else but kidney trouble, or the
result ot kidney or bladder disease.
ALWAYS THE BEST IN USED CARS.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
Wrll
ti fur Complete iitrornmtion.
condition, they may cause the other or
1225 SR0ADWAV
Mtll.
gans to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of am'
Z
bition, nervousness, are often times symp
ork
lien In II. 8. it Don, or price,.
Uul M rlory FACtoms ot Kidney trouble.
our rvprmt.
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR
rrliirned
Uon t delay starting treatment.
Dr TORY. VEUOW FRONT. 1333 CHAMPA STREET.
Kilmer'g Swamp-Rooa physician's DreTI
FINISHING.
A,,D KOOAK
scription, obtained at any drug store, may VOTI
DeM
Miterla!i Cempie.
be just the remedy needed to overcome
10 A S T M A IV
lei PAN V.
O
II
CO
K
Mí
such conditions.
62li .Sixteenth Street, Denver. Colorado.
Get a medium or large size bottle inr
mediately from anv dmor stnru.
I'rr-WTrlera on Toffre
siimpie, postHowever, if you wish first to test thia
Send 11.00 lor
SPICK
paid. THE SPRAY COFFEE
great preparation send tun omt in Tr
CO., 2 HI awl Marisol Hit.. Deafer. Coll.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and MAIM'HI, WAVIKGWe lead In this as
all other lines, (.'halles Hair & Beauty
uieuuon mis paper. Advertisement.
Shop. 410 16th St.. Denver. Colo.
Melted.
I 'OK
A I.I.
OCCASIONS.
l''MWI:ilM
"So you have made up with Gllp- - l'ark Mural Co.. IT, CI llloadway.
plngr
IIKAU'I'Y I'AHI.oil.
Hair floods by
"Yes," suid Mr. Twoblile. "I couldn't mail. Alillieent I la t Co.. 721 l&tli St.
resist the spirit In which his apology
Y
.li:Vi:i.H V Co. Diawns offered.
When a man comes to monds, watches, silverware. Out town
Kst. 1873.
orders
attention
careful
me nnd suys he's sorry and unwraps
NKW YORK TLKATING CO.
THK
ii package done up to look like a pair
For
plcatlnf. Iieml Itrhltiit. coiered buttons and butof shoes and says, 'What we need now ton boles. Write for calulni. l.'t Kloul. Denser, Cole.
is a corkscrew,' I'm not adamant, IUY YOUR CROCERIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES.
sir, and In such circumstances I hope I Heekirowen' Wholesale Sspply Co.. l.Mia Nineteenth St.
Birmingham
never will he."
Incomes and Profit Tax Big.
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JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN.
kHIS Is the centenary of the Inde
pendence of Peru am. ivn, lias bee..
I
celebrating the anniversary with pomp
and circumstance nt its capital, Lima,
1
and elsewhere. Virtually all the lendirA
ing nations of the world, as well as
the smaller oiips, were Invited to parWW ticipate In the celebration. Most of
tliein accepted and took part.
The United Slates sent the battleships Oklahoma and Arizona and a
By

.sW

),

),

the constitutions which were formed
in South America during the protracted struggle
for Independence from Spain were often modeled
upon the Constitution of the United States. It Is
true, however, that since 18,'M) constitutional development in South A merlin in general has been
nway from the North American federal Idea and
unitary system In which
toward the
large powers nre vested In the national government. In fact at present all the South American
constitutions are more or less unitary, with the
except on of those of the Argentine Republic, Brazil and Venezuela.
In the beginning Spain entrusted the government
of Spanish America to special agents of the throne
called viceroys and captains general. Thus In 1778
there were three viceroys In South America. One
in Kogata controlled the northwest, the viceroyalty
of New (irenadn. A second In Kuenos Aires controlled the southeast, the viceroyalty of La Plata.
The third In Lima controlled a large part of the
west, the viceroyalty of Peru. One captain general .ontrolled Chile and another Venezuela. Urn-r.was Portuguese territory, l'eru was the center
of Spanish power. So, when the provinces began
to break away from Spain, It was those at a distance from Peru thnt first became free.
was the first of the Spanish American
political divisions to declare Its independence from
Kpftin, in 181 1. After the patriots under Slraon
I'.ollvar had defeated the royalists, a state known
na Great Colombia wns established In the north;
Ih 1830 It broke Into three states: Venezuela,
Colombia and Ecuador.
In 18 16 the United Provinces of Ln Plata the
liistorkal antecedent of the Argentine Republic
adopted a declaration of Independence.
Then
mine Peru and Bolivia. My 18:tl there were In
Kpnnisli America nine independent states; Venezuela. Colombia, Ecuador, Peru. Bolivia, Chile,
I'aragufly, Uruguay and Argentine. Since then
the history of these Independent slates has been
marked by ninny revolutions and dictatorships.
Since Lima was the center of Spanish power In
America, the Independence of Peru was essential
to the continued Independence of the free states.
Now In Peru, although (he Creoles (American-hor- n
flpnitlnrds) were dissatisfied, the bulk of the population was not disloyal. Uprisings In 1S11 and
1811 resulted only In the defeat and execution of
the leaders. Still, In 1817 (ien. Joaquin de la
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feel) emend Santiago In February. The battle of Maipu, April Ti, ended Spanish power lu
Chile. Then San Martin Induced the Chileans to
Wither a Meet, without which successful invasion
of Peru could not be made.
Lord Cochrane, a British nobleman with a distinguished naval record, accepted command of the
fleet and hoisted his flag on the O'HIgglus December 22, 1818. All Ihe ships were commanded by
British oflicers; t lie one exception was Captain
Worster, an. American.
After several cruises and
some minor fighting the fleet returned to Valparaiso in December. ISlil. By this time General
de San Martin was nearly ready to embark, having
obtained aid from the foreign merchants of Buenog
In August of 1820 he had at Valparaiso
Aires.
a force of 4,fX) five Infantry battalions and two
regiments of cavalry.
August 21 General de San .Martin's expedition
willed from Valparaiso, Lord Cochrane lu command
of the fleet September 7 the troops landed In
bay. After a successful expedition to the
Interior. San Martin
and established
headquarters to the north of Lima.
San Martin bad wisely chosen his headquarters
as near the capital as possible. On December 3,
1820, an entire Spanish battalion, 000 strong, consisting chiefly of Colombians, went over to the patriots and, shortly afterwards, 38 Peruvian officers
nnd a number of cadets arrived from Lima. San
Martin's line now extended from the en to Sayan, a distance of about 20 miles; the Spanish army,
under Pezueln, occupying a position about (I miles
north of Lima. Karl y In 1821 discontent arose
among the oflicers In the Spanish army, and on
the 2ilbof January, nn Insubordinate letter signed
by all of the generals was addressed to. the viceroy, calling upon him to resign and to deliver Ids
command to Gen. Jose de la Serna. Pezueln hud
no alternative but to obey, says the Bulletin of the
Par-acc-

Union.

Immediately after the deposition of the viceroy
Sun Martin raised the first battalion of Peruvians.
Kegardless of the irregularity, de la Serna wus declared viceroy, being eventually recognized by the
Spanish government, and an emissary arrived
from Spain to ascertain the demands of the putri-

ots and arrange a compromise. Sim Martin, declaring nn armistice of 20 days, proposed ns a
linsls of pence, recognition of the Independence of
the country, the establishment of a provisional constitution tin1 II the election of a congress nnd' the
iiscension of a Bourbon prince to the throne of
l'eru. The new viceroy assented, but his generals
insisted pon the rejection of (hese proposals. The
negotiations were discontinued In May.
SiMin after Oils' the royalists found It necesssary
to evacuate the const, being without ships and
The.
cut off from all menus of communication.
royalist general. Canterac, marched Into the' Interior In June, while the viceroy, having garrisoned
nnd provisioned Callao castle (which In September
surrendered to the Protector) left Limn, July 0.
On the night of July i, Gen. San Martin entered
the capital of Peru, and on July 28, 1821, the Independence of Peru was proclaimed, Sun Martin
being unanimously acclaimed Protector. This office he held until the establishment of the Peruvi
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nn congress in September, 1822, whereupon be resigned all authority Into the hands of the people
and withdrew to private life. After a short period
of government by a committee of three, the congress on the 2Slh of Februnry, 1823, elected Don
Jose de lu Klva Agüero first president of Peru.
He displayed great energy In facing the difficulties of a turbulent situation, but was unsuccessful. The nld of the Colombians under Simon Bolivar wns sought and Klva Agüero was deposed.
Bolivar arrived at Lima on the 1st of September,
182;', where he began to organize un army to attack the Spanish viceroy, who was still In the Interior. On the Gth of August, 1824, the cavalry
action of Junln was fought with the Spanish forces

under the command of General Cunternc, nenr the
shores of Luke Chlncay-cochIt was won by a
gallant charge of the Peruvians at the critical
moment under Captain Suarez. Soon afterwards
Bolivar left the army to proceed to the coast, the
final battle of Ayacucho (Dec. 9, 1824) being
fought by his second In command. General Sucre,
In which the viceroy and all his officers were
taken prisoners, and Spanish power In Peru came
to an end.
There Is no more romantic career than that of
Lord Cochrane, tenth earl of Dundonald, whose
statues occupy places of honor ln many of the grent
cities of South America because of his services
lu securing the national independence of several
states. It was his dying boast that he hud held
ting rank in no less than six navies.
He was the son of a penniless Scotch peer and
won honors nnd promotion In the British navy for
daring exploits. Elected to parliament, he attacked the abuses prevalent In the British navy,
thereby making enemies galore In high places.
In 1814 his uncle, Cochrane Johnstone, M, P., was
Implicated In a conspiracy to swindle the London
slock exchange by spreading premature announce-meri- t
of the defeat of Napoleon.
His enemies
contrived to Implicate Lord Cochrane In the affair.
He was convicted, expelled from the house of commons, dismissed from the navy, deprived of the
Order of the Bath and Imprisoned for a year.
Immediately upon his release he was elected
member of parliament for Westminster. Nevertheless, he wns so disgusted with his treatment thut
he sought service In South America. Then he won
such glory that William IV, upon coming to the
throne, granted him full pardon for an offense
which he probably never committed and restored
him to the navy with the rank of vice admiral.
Queen Victoria gnve him the highest grade in the
Order of the Bath and put hjm ln command of
the British naval forces on the West Indian, station. There he died in 180O. His admiring countrymen Inld his body to rest In Westminster.
A bust of Hipólito Unanue
the gift
of Peru to the Pun American Union in commemoration of this centenary was unveiled recently hi
Washington by the Peruvinn ambassador, Senor
Don Frederlco Alfonso de Pezet, In the presence
of a distinguished company. The ambassador delivered nn address eulogizing Unanue ns the
"Father of His Country." Unnnue was born In
Peru and was educated In theology. He took up
medicine and achieved fame along scientific lines.
In 1811. he founded the San Fernando school of
medicine. He Joined Sai Martin nnd later worked
with Bolivar. This is the epitaph on his tomb In
Lima

),

:

"Here lie the ashes of Dr. Hipólito Unanue,
ln chief, founder of the college of medicine under the former regime ; ln the new order
Minister of Finance, President of the First Legislative Congress; Minister and President of the
Council of Ministers. Well deserving of his country In the highest degree. Itenowned for his learning, his works, and his eloquence. He died In his
year, on the lótli of July, 1833."
seventy-eightUpon the discovery of the Western Hemisphere
Spain and Portugal forthwith divided It between
themselves. Once Spain owned from Chile to the
Caimdlaii boundary line. Her colonial policy was:
Everything for Spain ; nothing for the colonies.
When the United Stales lowered the yellow and
red flag In Cuba Spain lost its last foothold op
the Western Hemisphere.
h
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A Hot Letter from

an Jtt&rz!rzzn&- -

(1775-1833-

Washington. Nearly 7,"i per cent of
the government's tnx revenue of
during the hist fiscal yeur
.'nine from tuxes on incomes and profits, uccoi'ding to an official summary
made puiilic by Hie Treasury Department. The principal sources of the remaining LT per cent were listed us
follows :
Tobacco,
2o2 18,400, Including cigarettes, $13."í,Oü.',3CO ; transfer of estates, !pi."4,03t),!HI2 : transportation of
The Reason.
Discontented Wife Several of the freight, $140,019.077 ; transportntioii of
men I refused before I married yon passengers, $97,481,800; admissions to
theaters, concerts, cabarets, etc., $89,- nre richer thnn you nre now.
Husband Yes, and that's why, 720,00."); distilled spirits, $82,59(5,900;
automobiles, motorcycles, trucks, etc.,
Boston Transcript.
$70,028,1,17; capital stock of corporations, $81,31.4,3-14nonalcoholic beverViiiy employ a physician who recom
ages, $f)8,G73,192 ; automobile tires,
mends a change and then takes all
parts and accessories, $39,517,002 ; telyou hnve left?
egraph, telephone nnd radio messages,
Do more than you nre paid for. $27,300,223; jewelry, watches,: clocks,
opera glasses, etc., $24,303,905; candy,
Some day you will collect.
$20,430,478; pianos, organs, etc.,
; furs, $9,081, 238 ; seats, berths
and staterooms, $8,485,014; motion pic
ture filma, leased, $0,008,108; perfumes, cosmetics and medical articles,
$5,800,708; sporting goods, etc. $4,283,- 872; playing cards, $2,003,941; chewing
gum, $1,332,177; toilet soaps, $2,223,- 773; bowling alleys, pool and billiard
Forest City Live Stock and Fair Co.,
tables, $2,304,052.
North Randall, Ohio,
BIdg., Cleveland, 0.
1050 Leader-New- s
Big Armament Delegations.
Larus & Brother Co., Richmond, Va.
Washington. Washington officials
Gentlemen:
began to get an idea of the magnitude
I am more than surprised to discover that you are advertising Edge-wor- th
of the armament and far eastern con
and are offering to give tome of ferences In point of number of partici
it away.
pants. The British government, reIt has never been my policy to adto Informal inquiries, advised
sponding
vise other people concerning their
lie State Department that Its delega-iobusiness, as I have had enough to do
nnd accompanying staff, would
to take care of my own affairs. But if
I manufactured Edgeworth, I would number about 100 persons. The Chisee all the smokers in the world dead
nese government, several days ago, inand buried before I would give away
formed officials here that Its represen- pinch
of it.
as much as a
latlves anil their attendants probably
ago
years
my dentist heard
Three
would total almost 100. The Japan
me complaining because I could get no
ese party, originally fixed at 80 perpipe tobacco that was worth a cent a
sons, It wns learned today now has
carload. He immediately introduced
Edgeworth. If I had a million dollars
grown to at least 150 persons. It Is unI would be alderstood here that a special steamship
most willing to
and two special rnilroad trains will be
give half the
used for the transportation
of this
sum for what he
Japanese delegation, which, at this
did for me. time,
promises to be the most numerSince that time
ous of any taking part ln the
I have smoked
0iigíadJ$
Edgeworth and

Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cutl
cura Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented convenient, economical face,
skin, baby nnd dusting powder and
perfume. Renders other perfumes su
perfluous.
One of the Cutlcura Toilet
Trio (Soan. Ointment, Talcum). A
vertlsement.
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Pezueln, (lie last of the
legally constituted viceroys of Peru, reported ihnt the whole country was
ripe for rebellion, and that, although he realized
the danger, he was unable to take effective precautionary means, since he could in no way foretell
from what direction the blow would come.
The
royal troops at his disposal amounted to'JIi.lHX) men
7,810 In Lima and Callao; 8,483 quartered at Cuzco, Arequipa, and Xaiixa ; 15,001) In upper Peru ; and
700 at Pisco nnd Cuneta on Ihe coast.
So it was thai preparations lo free Peru from
Spain were largely made In distant Buenos Aires.
In 1814 (ieiieral te San Martin began the task ot
creating the "Andes Army," Ids plan of campaign
being in march ii'Toss the Andes to Chile. January 17, 1S17, he began his march, with -- tW regimental officers and li.'iiHl foot soldiers. There were
three divisions under
eneráis Las Herns,
and Conde. There were l.tKIO horses and
U.281 mules with supplies and equipment.
The army, crossing through Uspnllata pass

' I'urlng the celebration the Peruvian government
Issued u decree through President Leguiu providing for the erection in I. lam of a monument to
Cieorge Washington ns
"A model of exemplary citizenship and In view
of the fact that the political emancipation of the
United States was the forerunner of the Independence of the Hispano-America- n
nations."
This action of the Peruvian government Is well
taken and the decree Is based on historical truth.
The success of the American Involution of 1770
mid that of France of 1789 encouraged the hopes
of the Hispnno-Amerlea- n
putriots who were
irenmlng of liberty. These hopes became brighter
till upon the conquest of Spain bv Frunce In
1S07-8-
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Douglas. France, Italy and Spain al
so sent battleships; the trench embassy included Ceneral Mangin, the defender of
Yordun. (ireat Britain Nent (Sen. Lord Dundonald,
grandson of that Lord ('oclirane who played so
large a part in the liberation of l'eru.' Argentina
en( two battleships, an embassy and a regiment
of grenadier, the traditional descendants of the
frlM which accompanied (!en. Jose de San Marin, I'eru's liberator. Kighteen nations sent
and tliirteen others sent special missions.
I'ossibly the principal feature of the celebration
.is the unveiling of an equestrian statue of Gen.
use tie San .Martin,
the Argentine
leader who wits the leading figure in the campaign
San Martin was born
for Peru's independence.
lu Argentine and served in Spain against the
attaining the rank of lieutenFrench
ant colonel. In 1812 he went to l'neiios Aires and
joined the patriots ho declared Argentine's Independence In 1810.
lie did something new In
sinking at the Spanish in l'eru by marching over
the Andes to Chile. He declined the office of
Hiiprenic director of Chile, after his march resulted
In that country's freedom.
After his operations
luid won Limn, he was proclaimed supreme pro-- '
tci tor of I'e.'u. He resigned the ollice In 18'22 and
t("l; mo further part in South Ameilcun affairs.
(179:1-1811-
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a Pipe Smoker

n

nothing else.

And it has the
same flavor today that it had
the first time I
smoked it.
I

tue if I

"Fate" Film

is Censored.
Action to clump an
censorship on motion pic
ture exhibitions In Los Angeles wui
taken by unanimous vote of the citj
council when the showing of "Fate,"
Los Angeles.

Iron-boun- d

have told a

thousand friends

about it and
they are now
all Edgeworth devotees. Pipe smokers
who come to my house go "daffy"
over my Edgeworth. Hence I cannot
understand why you have to give any
of it away.
Very truly yours,
(signed) H. J. Kline.
Secretary Forest City Live Stock and
Fair Co.,
General Manager The Forest City
Fair, Secretary The Grand Circuit.
Mr. Kline has expressed surprise
that we give Edgeworth away. Yet
until a friend gave him some, he knew
nothing about its quality.
There are still thousands of pipe- smokers to whom Edgeworth is an
unknown quantity. That's why we
offer samples to anyone willing to buy
a postcard to send for them.
It's good business for us to let men
unfamiliar with Edgeworth smoke it.
If these samples didn't make regular,
happy, and often enthusiastic smokers of Edgeworth, we would stop
offer-ingthe- m.

The above letter came to us from
Mr. Kline seven years ago. We wrote
to learn if he still held the same high
opinion of Edgeworth.- He replied:
Trojan Laundry Company,
Flint, Mich,
Gentlemen:
My opinion of Edgeworth has not
changed, for the very good reason that
Edgeworth is still the same. I would
make my endorsement stronger than
ever if I knew how to do it.
Very truly yours,
-

(signed) H. J. Kline,
Ass't Sec'y & Treas. Trojan Laundry
Co.

Our offer to send samples of both
Edgeworth Plug Slice and Ready-liubbto any man sending for them
is still open.
Both kinds pack so nicely that they
burn freely and evenly to the bottom
of the pipe.
For free samples, address Larus &
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.

ed

To Retail Tobacco Merchants

It

your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother. Company wilt gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one-- or
carton
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubbe- d
for the same price you
would nav the jobber.
two-doz- en

production in which t'lura Smith
is starring, wns or
dered stopped and the city prosecutoi
was ordered to enforce rigidly all city
ordinances regulnting the censoring ot
films lu Los Angeles.
Hamon-tiornia-

n

Parrot

Is Park Policeman.
"Yokel," a parrot, whose
former owner conducted a saloon ln
Chicago.

'

the Maxwell street district, and was
turned adrift when the saloon went
out of business, bus found a new job.
Policeman Peter Schaeffer found the
bird asleep In a tree near Wllmette.
The policeman decided to take the
bird to the police stutlon. On the way
to the station the policeman was treat
ed to sundry original observations,
such as :
"It Is 1 o'clock, boys. Close the sa
loon."

"It's morning now. Gotta get up."
"Such shocking conduct."
After a consultation at the police
station, It was decided to turu the
bird's talent to good use. So "Yokel"
wus given a Job as purk censor at

"lie makes the best kind of a

spar- says Policeman Schaeffer.
"He gets out on a limb in the park
ow cop,"

.

and starts shouting:
" 'Ten o'clock
Stop your spooning
now and go on home !' nnd most of the
couples go without stopping to see who
is doing the talking."
Burns Children for Revenge.
Med ford. Wis. Charged with setting fire to the barn lit' her farmhouse near Dublin, lu which her child

and two stepchildren were burned to
death, Mrs. John Kosciclny entered a
plea of guilty when niTiilgiied here at
a preliminary hearing. When ques-- .
tioned by District Attorney Anderson
as to her motive In burning the children," Mrs. Kosclelny replied that she
wanted to get revenge on her husband
for alleged brutal treatment.

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

KEEP ACCURATE

FAKING TOO

LATE.VARIETIES OF
FRUITS FOR DRYING

CASH ACCOUNTS

ittsburgh

"LOUD" PATTERNS

Interior

Decorator

Women Will Soon Resemble

IÍDÉIíl
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Apples Should Be Reasonably
Mature but Not Soft.

Have you seen whnt appears to be
I
corner of a boudoir walking down
Farm Household Records Valuahe street? Well, you soon will. They
ire already appearing in tennis courts
ble as Supplement to General
lerenbouts. Girls in chintzes and creShould be Exercised in Picking
Care
Farm Business.
atines, wifli large splashy putlenis ull
Bruising-Get
and Handling to Avoid
)vcr them, exactly like the velour parPeeled Product Into Evapol' chilli's In their summer wrappings,
orator Quickly.
:hey are. Bright carmine drapery rinECONOMY
TO
AID
IMPORTANT
itis with blue stripes nnd yellow
(Prepared by the United States Depart
lots, scenic chintzes f huge pal terns
ment ot Agriculture.)
In futuristic designs
Late winter varieties of apples and Hid vivid hues
First Step Toward Saving Usually Lies
eccen-:rl- c
pears are best for drying because they showing longuorous ligures in
In Finding Out Where Unnecessary
poses nre among the favorites not
are sweeter than the early varieties. )iily
' Expenses Are Incurred Two
for sport skirts, hut for entire
Apples for drying should be reasonaGood Methods.
?ostunies,
hats mid 'tags. "I never
bly mature but not soft, according to
rhought of going Into the dressmaking
De
States
specialists
United
of
the
Departby
States
United
(Prepared
the
ment of Agriculture.)
partment of Agriculture. Handle with Duslness,"- said an interior decorator,
Household expenses on the farm care in picking and hauling so as to 'but women seem to be buying mure
are very Intimately connected with avoid bruising, as bruised spots be- arge figured drapery fabrics for
the business of the farm Itself. The come discolored and must be trimmed ;!olhes than for houses this season.
farm normally supplies much material oft to make an attractive product. Ap- Diere are some designs I will not let
though, for such purposes."
which otherwise would become a ples discolor rapidly.
Preparations, them have,
household expense. The household. In therefore, must tbe made to get the He showed a chintz enormously patturn very often furnishes board for product into the evaporator as rapidly terned with red and yellow farm
enes. "That, for instance," lie add-?farm labor, which would otherwise be as possible after it is pared. If a num"one of them was determined to
Merely from the ber of people are doing this work, this
tt farm expense.
standpoint of keeping track of house- may" be accomplished by dividing the Jress herself In, bur I said positively
hold expenses as related to the farm paring, coring and spreading on trays, that she couldn't." Pittsburgh Leader.
business, household accounts are de- so that an apple spends only two or
The Coming Contest.
sirable and should serve to supple- three minutes on the way from the
your town Is going to vote
see
"I
out
accounts.
ment and round
farm
paring knife to the drier.
on the question of issuing bonds for
But the value of household accounts
If only one person is working, drop a water works system," said a guest.
h foes beyond this. Such accounts are the pared fruit either into cold water
What do you anticipate will be the
an Important aid to economy. A dol- or into a salt solution made by disoutcome?"
Is
a dollar made, and the solving one tablespoonful of salt in
lar saved
'Hard to tell," replied the landlord
first step toward the saving usually four quarts of water. Do not allow
Tumlinvllie, Ark.
lies In finding out where unnecessary the fruit to stand in the water any of the tavern at
expenses are incurred.
This can be longer than Is necessary, because the "The young people are mostly for it,
and
determined only by keeping careful water will dissolve the sugar and oth and the folks that have traveled
newcomers
records of expenses for the whole year. er valuable elements and the apple like to show off, and sotheon.
But the
frotn the North, and
Methods of Keeping Records.
will absorb water, which will necessiunanimously ag'ln it.
are
two
general methods of tate longer drying in the evaporator.
There are
sny they've iever gone swiiinnin'
keeping a record of household ex- Carefully pare and trim the product They
u house yet and it's too late now
penditures. One Is to record the pur- to remove all discolored places. When In
to learn old dogs new tricks, and, anychases or money paid out, without a paring and coring machine Is used. how,
they're opposed to paying for the
othclassifying the expenditures. The
the apples, before being placed in It, privilege of going Into Godalniighty's
er Is to classify when the record is should be worked over with a knife
free water. So it looks like a stnnd- made.
to remove all discolored spots.
ff." Kansas City Star.
revery
simple,
slicing
first
method
is
The
Care should be taken when
quires no special form, and gives all by hand to make the slices as nearly
Vanity of the Sex.
necessary information reeardlnir ex- - the same thickness as possible. Three- Hubby We've certainly got a house
Inch Is the
sixteenths to
ful of flies.
best thickness. Apples may be quarWlfey Tes, and I think they're all
i
tered or cut Into eighths, but they do feuinles, too.
not dry so uniformly or so quickly as
What makes you think
Hubby
the sliced rings. The rings tuay be that?
deblanched in hot water or not as
Wifey Why, they all settle on the
sired. Spread the rings in a single mirrors.
layer on trays and place either in the
sun or In a warm drier. Apples when
drying should be covered with muslin
or mosquito netting to prevent Insect
Infestation. A few minutes' exposure
will often cause the products to be
Infested.
Dried apples that are brown or choc
olate colored from the discoloration
resulting from drying without blanching
possess as high nutritive value and
often have a better flavor than the
attractive-lookin- g
blanched prod
Accounts Take Only a Few Minutes more
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At the end of the month
or at the end of the year the total expenditures may be quickly added up.
In order, however to know the totals
for each kind or class it will be necessary to make up a monthly summary, in which the items will be distributed In different columns by
classes. This extra work at the end
of each month (or at the end of the
year) may cause discouragement and
neglect of classification, with the result that the greatest good that could
be derived from the records Is not realized.
Under the second method, In addition to being entered all together In
one column, the Items are classified In
separate columns. This method has
the same advantages as the first method and the additional advantage of
allowing for the distribution of items
of expenditure to the proper classes
without the inconvenience of turning
to some other page. The distribution
may be left to moments of leisure If
the housewife Is busy at the time the
entry is made. When the page is filled
the next page Is begun, the top line
next to the heading being reserved for
the total carried forward from the
preceding page. The items may be
totaled at the end of the month and
these totals carried to the summary
page at the end of the book.
Kind of Account Book to Use.
The kind of book to use Is not Important. An ordinary blonk daybook
or ledger book with a stiff cover may
be bought at a reasonable price. If
the vertical rulings in the book do not
serve the purpose others may be inserted with a pen or pencil. A blank
book, with a stiff, pressed paper cover,
12 Inches long and 7 Indies wide, with
34 spaces for items and contuinlng 48
pages, Is excellent for the purpose and
sells at retail for 25 cents. With ver
tical ruling and headings Inserted it
serves the purpose admirably. In order to eliminate the necessity of writ
Ing the headings on each page, the
tops of a number of pages may be
cut off, allowing one set of headings
4 serve for all pages.
Accounts are sometimes kept In a
book having small pages, but a small
page Is soon filled, is often crowded,
and the information Is scattered over
too many for convenience In recording
and studying the expenditures.
Farmers' Bulletin No. 064, "Farm
Household Accounts," gives full direc
tions fcir keeping such accounts, and
In it are to be found snmple pages of
different methods In use wltii classlflcatlons of expenditures. This muy be
had without cost, by application to the
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
pendltures.

Serviceable Petticoats.
Nightgown bottoms moke service
able petticoats-
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Drill.

Setting-U-

"Pon't you think I ought to exercise my mind more?" She "Yes!
Why not take It outside?" Cartoons
Magazine.

AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF

CASTOR. A

"

f LETCHER'S

mrsiih

CBMTAUB

COmpant.

niw vohk

c.t.

So Considerate.
Two golfers sliced their drives fut
the rough nnd went In search of tl
bulls. They searched for a long tima
without success, a dear old lady watching them with kintj'y and sympathetic
,
eyes.
At last, after the "search had proceeded for half an hour, she spoke le
them.
"I hope I'm not Interrupting yon.
gentlemen," she said sweetly, "hut
It's a wise man who knows how to would It be cheating If I told yn
where they are?"
live on his wife's relations.

Knew What He Wat Doing.
I'liotoplay Writer "But look here'.
This character Is supposed to be a
very homely man, and you have cast
for that part the handsomest man In
your company." Director "Oh. he'll
be homely enough when Hie camera
mail and the deveiojnr get through
with him. You see, he's engaged to
the star, and both of those boys are In
love with her." Film Fun.

By making Dr. Price's Baking Powder with Phosphate instead of Cream of
Tartar, we are enabled to offer it at a surprisingly low price. You now pay only
z.
can of this pure and wholesome baking powder.
25c. for the large-siz- e
12-o-

A Gift from Your Grocer

Household
Question?
Once a yeur every cellar should be
whitewashed to sweeten it.

An opportunity cannot last forever, and so we say, go to your Grocer today and
receive free -- a copy of the New Dr. Price Cook Book with your purchase of

Dr. PRICE'S

Old tins with rancid water In them
are famous mosquito breeders.
Knlnnch with carrot balls Is an at
tractive and wholesome mixture.

Phosphate Baking Powder

if nles are brushed with milk be
fore baking they will turn a delicate
brown.

Kn toimnev
the

posed

in the dark.
It will

light

only 25c

If ex
quickly

granulate.
whlskbroom Is very hnndy for
cleaning woodwork and removing dirt
from corners.

For a large size can, 12 oz.

A

If your oilcloth Is dingy It can be
brightened by washing It with water
In which a little borax has been dissolved.

If grease Is dropped on the kitchen
floor put soda on It, then pour boiling water on, and the spot will come
out enslly.
handy article about the kitchen
spoon such as Is
Is a
used at the soda fountain for Ice
cream sodas.
A

long-handle- d

The kitchen floor Is best covered
with linoleum, cemented to the floor
to prevent It from buckling and to
make It waterproof.
If children's light or white suits

be-

come faded or streaked It Is a good
Idea to dye them some darker color
suitable for play clothes.
Knnn dress shields Instead of sew
ing them In. Place a snap on each
end of the Shield and one In the
It keeps them where they
middle.
belong.

White of egg Is nourishing and
he elven freely to Invalids
Beat it slightly and add to tea or
potree: or It may be stirred Into nny
kind of farinaceous food just before
serving.
BhnuWi

this Cook Book, a new joy will
With Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder and
baking, easy baking.
economical
baking,
come into the home wholesome
Recipes for every occasion, breakfast, lunch, dinner.

all

New hints, new delights,

are included.
Just one of the Recipes from

this New Cook

Book:

LUNCHEON OR SANDWICH ROLLS
1 tablespoon shortenint;
cups flour
Vt cups milk
tMinonn aalt
6 teaspoons Dr. Price's Baking Powder
milk, and mix with
Sift tOMther flour, salt and bakin powder; rub in shortening;; adddoiiRh;
knead quickly
spoon to smooth douh easy to handle on floured board. Turn out
by hand into
a few times to impart smoothness; divide into small pieces; form each
to stand in warm
short, rather thick taperinB rolls; place on greased pans and allowWhen
almost baked
place 15 to 80 minutes; brush with milk. Bake in very hot oven.
and serve hot. If a clared
brush again with melted butter. Bake 10 minutes longer yolk
has been
of
which
crr
finish Is desired, before takinj? from oven brush over with
mixed with a little cold water.
either lettuce and mayonnaise,
These rolls make excellent sandwiches, usinpr for fillings
sliced or chopped ham, chopped seasoned cucumbers, egg and mayonnaise with a very
little chopped onion and parsley, or other filling desired.

4
1

'

Dr. Price's Baking Powder is guaranteed to contain no alum. It is the most
baking powder you can buy!
d
wholesome
low-price-

On Sale

C ASTORIA

ALWAYS

ucts.

Dried apples will not be brittle when
finished, but If a handful of the pieces
are pressed together they will feel elas
tic and springy and will separate
promptly when released, leaving no
moisture on the hands. When one of
the pieces is broken In two, It should
not be possible to press moisture out
of the center.

jr

Bears the Signature of

.RRfe

Esact Copy oí Wrapper.

He
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I

grown-up-s.

ii it

Interrupted Profit.
"I understand there Is II In the
neighborhood of Crimson Gulch."
"There Is," replied Cactus Joe. "But
They insisted on
It was mismanaged.
tryin' to got It out in paying quantities Instead of goin' on forever scllln'
stock." '

r

1

y

1

be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must bo
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily

NEW TUKiV

il

M

Special Care of Baby.

GENUINE
Turi

v

I

MOTHERS SHOULD READ THE BOOKLET THAT

Sí

1

That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet it
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up-s
than to use
a man's medicine In an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would

prepared for
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Entered at the Tostoffic
New Mexico, a3
Blatter.

second-clas-

mail

s

cross In tlie Mitinre lo the rlirht indícalas that our Mihtcriptinn hss
makes
mMtdatcrjr that b delinquent subscribe! s
b dropped, and we do not want to take any
chancea.
A

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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Mra C R Williii.eon

o

Chat' man
For

An old ntVIe Sing-o- r
SfWinir machinr, iti uo'id s- n
.1
( Dad ) R ger-.
diti in See

O'

Caseings and Tubes

0

Gasoline and Oils

V

Bring your cowhide t Taii ai
W T.Wade
Will 'I uy tl. m on
Snturd

gren

will k"ep
pena ai G. li.

Atker-ie-

pale. Eat mce vrg-ti- )l
PUBLIC.
cf. ancos of
Die
taking
that a'l news sent
in that vtid benefit tfi public w curvy.
d.
gerera! will be ai
NOME
We Ai U not U4t c py that if nd
feelings.
to cause hard
Ilrtvicg houh C'iiy Drug Store
Paper, N . 2, in Fort Sumner, N. M., 1
"Citan
My
Motto
Clean Town, .(lean Courty." ai'iail be fclad to have my old
f rienda drop !n ard ree us v hil
To tbo-- having a in in the in ton. lc will be our aim to
Neve: Plea'e noiify ua early Conduot a clear, orderly store,
rf any charges to be made in ever striving to bentfit our
your ad.
Cdfetumers as well as ouréHves
All ada outside of Taiban will P'.ompt ar d efficient service tobe cash in advance.
gether with right living and a
high regard for good moralstand
(Special Ccrrf fpoi dertce)
ingin tha community shall eve,,
Washington' Sept.
be cur aim.
C. P S ons.
record of Holm O. Bursom hs
United States Senator iiy appointment although coveiing but a
TO THE
I w i ih to say

La Laude, N,

few months, is one upon which he
ought to be decieivfly defeated
From the moment he took his
seat in the Snate he allied himself
with the reactionary and privilege
serving Republican element in
that body, the same tort of element wilh which ho has allied
in New Mexico, while the progressive elemert of the Democratic) and Republican parties hae
wcrked for the best interest of
agriculture, stook-gr- o
ing and

the natural industries, Bursum
andhis as303a'es allied with the
eastern manufacturing interests
have steadily opposed them.
Hevottd for the confirmation
oi George Harvey as Ambaseador
to Great Britan a man who has
been denounced by world var
mothers
veterana and war
associations for asserting that
our soldiers and sailors in the
war fought only to save their .wn
.

Bkina.

He voted to confirm the
nation of John J. Esch as

nomiInter-eta-

t

Commerce Commissioner--th- e
author of the Each Act con-

taining

an

anti-strik-

e

clause

which was denounced by railway
labor organization chiefs throughout the country and which hcs.
given the railroads over S600, 000.
000 and is preparing to lend them
$500,000,000 more, a loan for
which Bursom will have to vote
if he retains his alliance with the
senatorial clique with whom he

r'gular

I8X, if paid

m

He

1)ah

shown by this record

tnat he is the s tmo Bursum in
Washington that he hua teen in
New Mexico.
If any other reason should he
needed for the defeat of Holm 0.
Bursum io the
than his record as senator, it can be found
in the record mad& by his party
during the present extra session
of this Republicin Congress.
Th's record of a Republicin Congress U eve i worse than Bur
sum's but only because the tariff
and legislation passed b the
House has not yet been taken up
by the senate.
The FoHnay Tariff 'ill has
been denounced by both Repub
lican senators ard representatives, among them Senator Gooding of Idah, a republican, a
stock-raisand
who said among other things:
"I desire to show to Senators
what the Fordney bill will do for
the manfaiturers if it is enactid
inta a law without amendment,
Í shall have no trouble in thowing
that it ia the most vicious and
dangerous measure ever passed
in the House by any polit'cal
ce-iat-

0
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tt Flour, Feed, Poultry, Eggs.
n In Line with the market prices Is
at all times
n
I! Car oi WICHITA'S BEST FLOUR e
it
Just Arrived.
a

DOWN GOVS PRICES. SEE ME WHEN YOU
'
'
WANT TO BUY Oil SELL
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GENERAL REPAIR WORK

SEE

THE
PRINTING.

TRY

C. A. JOLLY

NKW8

GROCERIES
Also fresh vegeta-

bles and fruit in
season

SEE G. H. ATKERSiON & CO.
THIS WEEK FOR CU I PRICES
SO MR BELOW COST.

i
i

Willard Battery Service Station

FOR JOB

ALL MAKES

For Fresh

s

Patterson

D.

Sewing Machines Repaired.
Work guaranteed.
A. J.; (Ded) Kogtrs.

ÓF BATTERY REPAIRED

Proprietors
Horace B. Blackburn

Taiban

New Mexico

9

has v( tedso far.
He voted against leting farmers
and ranchmen have fertilizers free
of duty and voted to put a tariff
on all agricultural implements.
He voted for all increase in
appropriations for the Army and
Navy when the county was
crying out against extravagant
expenditures.
He voted for the rf port adopted
by the Committee on Privileges
and Elections of which he is a
member, to White Wath Senator
Newberry of Michigan, who was party.','
convicted in a republican court
Senator Gccding attacksd and
in a republican county and a re- denounced tne wool shed. le of
publican jury of violations of the the Fordney Tariff Bill and ana- corrupt prcticet act and fenten-ce- d lyzed it in a wa to show how H
to ten years in the peniten- mult ts the
for the
tiary but escaped through a de- benefit of the captern manufac
cision of the Supreme Court hold- turerí.
ing that the constitution and the Amorg other things Sen tor
law made thereunder did not ap- Gooding eaid:
ply to primary elections,
"If 'his bill Bhall be passed
Although he vted againn re without amendment the manucommitting the Soldiei'a Bonus facturers protection. V'hen his
Bill and thus killing it, follow- compensatory duty, to which he
is not entitled, and his ad valorem
ing President Harding's epec-cBainet it, he did not cast that duties are computee, will be anyvote until enough votes had been where from G2
to 200 fer
caet to phow that his vole was cent.
not needed to ki'l the bill.
"Unless the wool grower is
adequate protection in an
Ilia recofd shows that he voted
er

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

in

appropriations.

PAUL T. WHITE, President. '
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of Taiban, N M.

Invites Your Pátionage

FEED. STORE
THE
NEW
tt
G. W. JOLLY, Prop.

August. Thisie a r.tw mpihod to
the taxpajers, and is causing con
idei adle anxiety among ihe
against governmental economy
and in favor of huge extravagent

DRUG STORE

m

--

6

,

on to the

Sank of Commerce

ti
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Huye You Paid Your. Taxes
The tax payer who have noi; pa3
his tcxes, owe-- in addition to hi
tht-rat- e

May we have the pleasurD of serving you now?
And on the ' first" and ".Ifteenth" a warm wel
erne, indeed, awaits y. u'.

M- -
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int-jres-
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MILTON AUSTIN
CITY TRANSFER
General Drayage Business
"Prompt Work Right Prices.
TAIBAN,
NEW MEXICO.

tsxes aeaesatd,
t
at
of 1 psr cant p r month, besides a penalty of 5 per cent mak
ing a total of 11 per cent in addit

.y

Ell

Prices as low as the lowest
REYNOLDS

1

tr4

-

WÍCHíTA!S BEST FLOUR

e

m

Tomorrow i e tr cime
Next .reek will never
arrive. Next month will never he hero. Saving
aoo.jirtj an1 bank blar cea do i rt thrive on
money ' bat will be salted- away in the future.
His '.he ia ney deposited n w that builds the
bala-c- e.
It is thd money that c msoutofthe
tnvel pe or salary oheolc every "first" and
"fifteenth" thdt counts.

Flour Feed and Grain Store

t

wool-growe-

We Want Your

Patronage.
S3

.

Here to Stay
Cabinet and

I

LIKE my

Jot).

BUT DAYS do

Furniture Repair Shop.

WHEN

AND EVERY onco.

com.

SKIES are blue.

ABOVE THE city smoka.
AND BREEZES

stir.

IN A

while.

ROLL OVER.
OR MA YDS

j
a:1,
,

...

and tLini.

BUT MOST liksly.

THE PAPER3 on cay desk,

JUST SIT,

AND THEN I thinfc.

AND EVERY onco.

r,

Prices Resonable
Come and see us
W. J. Leonard.

WHAT
IF

I

would do,
boss.

I "were

I'D OPEN shop.
AT TWELVE o'clocfc
AND CLOSE

at one.

t

'

IN A while I'd lisht.
.
ONE OF my C!zcntr.rfl:lc!a.
i

AND OH Boy.
I

that

GUESS

8ATISFY1

WITH ONE hour off.

News

Ada

get

FOR LUNCH, and I.

Results

WOULD GET old Sam.
TO RUN me out.

.

IN

JOHN H. SANFCRD, M.D.

HI3 big
. six.

AND DROP ma off.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

UNDER A greenwood troo.

Say,
COM?ANIOKSnTr?
a cigarette as Chesterfield for steady
company
Just ea mild and
1

smooth as tobaccos can be but
with a mello'V "body" that satisfies even cifrar snickors. On lazy

days or busy
you

onesall

want this

the time

"oatiaiy-smoke.-

"

wool-growe-

h

1--

FORT SUMNER. N MEXICO.
Res . phone 104 Office Phone

BESIDE
9

honest deal, and can reduce his
eKpenee?, we cannot go on with
the wool industry in America.
"I know that if thin schedule ie
enacUd into law that the wool
grower will give up the fight, and
the wcol industry at least will be
lobt lo America."
These are the words of a Re
publican Senator, a cattle-raisend
r

stock-growe-

r,

i

?'

Nor have eati faction giving tank wcooun's ever
been built with uokept g od resolu.ions.

r
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J. S. Phillips' Garage
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Mve3 Tobacco Co.

